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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR ENERGY STORAGE

AND RECOVERY USING COMPRESSED GAS

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH

[0001] This invention was made with government support under IIP-08 10590 awarded by

the NSF. The government has certain rights in the invention.

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0002] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial Nos.

61/043,630, filed on April 9, 2008, and 61/148,691, filed on January 30, 2009, the disclosures

of which are hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entireties.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The invention relates to energy storage, and more particularly, to systems that store

and recover electrical energy using compressed fluids.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0004] As the world's demand for electric energy increases, the existing power grid is being

taxed beyond its ability to serve this demand continuously. In certain parts of the United

States, inability to meet peak demand has led to inadvertent brownouts and blackouts due to

system overload and deliberate "rolling blackouts" of non-essential customers to shunt the

excess demand. For the most part, peak demand occurs during the daytime hours (and during

certain seasons, such as summer) when business and industry employ large quantities of power

for running equipment, heating, air conditioning, lighting, etc. During the nighttime hours,

thus, demand for electricity is often reduced significantly, and the existing power grid in most

areas can usually handle this load without problem.



[0005] To address the lack of power at peak demand, users are asked to conserve where

possible. Power companies often employ rapidly deployable gas turbines to supplement

production to meet demand. However, these units burn expensive fuel sources, such as natural

gas, and have high generation costs when compared with coal-fired systems, and other large-

scale generators. Accordingly, supplemental sources have economic drawbacks and, in any

case, can provide only a partial solution in a growing region and economy. The most obvious

solution involves construction of new power plants, which is expensive and has environmental

side effects. In addition, because most power plants operate most efficiently when generating a

relatively continuous output, the difference between peak and off-peak demand often leads to

wasteful practices during off-peak periods, such as over-lighting of outdoor areas, as power is

sold at a lower rate off peak. Thus, it is desirable to address the fluctuation in power demand in

a manner that does not require construction of new plants and can be implemented either at a

power-generating facility to provide excess capacity during peak, or on a smaller scale on-site

at the facility of an electric customer (allowing that customer to provide additional power to

itself during peak demand, when the grid is over-taxed).

[0006] Another scenario in which the ability to balance the delivery of generated power is

highly desirable is in a self-contained generation system with an intermittent generation cycle.

One example is a solar panel array located remotely from a power connection. The array may

generate well for a few hours during the day, but is nonfunctional during the remaining hours

of low light or darkness.

[0007] In each case, the balancing of power production or provision of further capacity

rapidly and on-demand can be satisfied by a local back-up generator. However, such

generators are often costly, use expensive fuels, such as natural gas or diesel fuel, and are

environmentally damaging due to their inherent noise and emissions. Thus, a technique



that allows storage of energy when not needed (such as during off-peak hours), and can

rapidly deliver the power back to the user is highly desirable.

[0008] A variety of techniques is available to store excess power for later delivery. One

renewable technique involves the use of driven flywheels that are spun up by a motor drawing

excess power. When the power is needed, the flywheels' inertia is tapped by the motor or

another coupled generator to deliver power back to the grid and/or customer. The flywheel

units are expensive to manufacture and install, however, and require a degree of costly

maintenance on a regular basis.

[0009] Another approach to power storage is the use of batteries. Many large-scale

batteries use a lead electrode and acid electrolyte, however, and these components are

environmentally hazardous. Batteries must often be arrayed to store substantial power, and the

individual batteries may have a relatively short life (3-7 years is typical). Thus, to maintain a

battery storage system, a large number of heavy, hazardous battery units must be replaced on a

regular basis and these old batteries must be recycled or otherwise properly disposed of.

[0010] Energy can also be stored in ultracapacitors. A capacitor is charged by line current

so that it stores charge, which can be discharged rapidly when needed. Appropriate power-

conditioning circuits are used to convert the power into the appropriate phase and frequency of

AC. However, a large array of such capacitors is needed to store substantial electric power.

Ultracapacitors, while more environmentally friendly and longer lived than batteries, are

substantially more expensive, and still require periodic replacement due to the breakdown of

internal dielectrics, etc.

[0011] Another approach to storage of energy for later distribution involves the use of a

large reservoir of compressed air. By way of background, a so-called compressed-air energy

storage (CAES) system is shown and described in the published thesis entitled "Investigation

and Optimization of Hybrid Electricity Storage Systems Based Upon Air and Supercapacitors,"



by Sylvain Lemofouet-Gatsi, Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne (20 October 2006),

Section 2.2.1, incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. As stated by Lemofouet-Gatsi,

"the principle of CAES derives from the splitting of the normal gas turbine cycle-where

roughly 66% of the produced power is used to compress air-into two separated phases: The

compression phase where lower-cost energy from off-peak base-load facilities is used to

compress air into underground salt caverns and the generation phase where the pre-compressed

air from the storage cavern is preheated through a heat recuperator, then mixed with oil or gas

and burned to feed a multistage expander turbine to produce electricity during peak demand.

This functional separation of the compression cycle from the combustion cycle allows a CAES

plant to generate three times more energy with the same quantity of fuel compared to a simple

cycle natural gas power plant.

[0012] "CAES has the advantages that it doesn't involve huge, costly installations and can

be used to store energy for a long time (more than one year). It also has a fast start-up time (9

to 12 minutes), which makes it suitable for grid operation, and the emissions of greenhouse

gases are lower than that of a normal gas power plant, due to the reduced fuel consumption.

The main drawback of CAES is probably the geological structure reliance, which substantially

limits the usability of this storage method. In addition, CAES power plants are not emission-

free, as the pre-compressed air is heated up with a fossil fuel burner before expansion.

Moreover, [CAES plants] are limited with respect to their effectiveness because of the loss of

the compression heat through the inter-coolers, which must be compensated during expansion

by fuel burning. The fact that conventional CAES still rely on fossil fuel consumption makes it

difficult to evaluate its energy round-trip efficiency and to compare it to conventional fuel-free

storage technologies."



[0013] A number of variations on the above-described compressed air energy storage

approach have been proposed, some of which attempt to heat the expanded air with electricity,

rather than fuel. Others employ heat exchange with thermal storage to extract and recover as

much of the thermal energy as possible, therefore attempting to increase efficiencies. Still

other approaches employ compressed gas-driven piston motors that act both as compressors

and generator drives in opposing parts of the cycle. In general, the use of highly compressed

gas as a working fluid for the motor poses a number of challenges due to the tendency for

leakage around seals at higher pressures, as well as the thermal losses encountered in rapid

expansion. While heat exchange solutions can deal with some of these problems, efficiencies

are still compromised by the need to heat compressed gas prior to expansion from high pressure

to atmospheric pressure.

[0014] It has been recognized that gas is a highly effective medium for storage of energy.

Liquids are incompressible and flow efficiently across an impeller or other moving component

to rotate a generator shaft. One energy storage technique that uses compressed gas to store

energy, but which uses a liquid, for example, hydraulic fluid, rather than compressed gas to

drive a generator is a so-called closed-air hydraulic-pneumatic system. Such a system employs

one or more high-pressure tanks (accumulators) having a charge of compressed gas, which is

separated by a movable wall or flexible bladder membrane from a charge of hydraulic fluid.

The hydraulic fluid is coupled to a bi-directional impeller (or other hydraulic motor/pump),

which is itself coupled to a combined electric motor/generator. The other side of the impeller is

connected to a low-pressure reservoir of hydraulic fluid. During a storage phase, the electric

motor and impeller force hydraulic fluid from the low-pressure hydraulic fluid reservoir into

the high-pressure tank(s), against the pressure of the compressed air. As the incompressible

liquid fills the tank, it forces the air into a smaller space, thereby compressing it to an even

higher pressure. During a generation phase, the fluid circuit is run in reverse and the impeller



is driven by fluid escaping from the high-pressure tank(s) under the pressure of the compressed

gas.

[0015] This closed-air approach has an advantage in that the gas is never expanded to or

compressed from atmospheric pressure, as it is sealed within the tank. An example of a closed-

air system is shown and described in U.S. Patent No. 5,579,640, which is hereby incorporated

herein by reference in its entirety, in which this principle is used to hydraulically store braking

energy in a vehicle. This system has limitations in that its energy density is low. That is, the

amount of compression possible is limited by the size of the tank space. In addition, since the

gas does not completely decompress when the fluid is removed, there is still additional energy

in the system that cannot be tapped. To make a closed air system desirable for large-scale

energy storage, many large accumulator tanks would be needed, increasing the overall cost to

implement the system and requiring more land to do so.

[0016] Another approach to hybrid hydraulic-pneumatic energy storage is the open-air

system. In this system, compressed air is stored in a large, separate high-pressure tank (or

plurality of tanks). A pair of accumulators is provided, each having a fluid side separated from

a gas side by a movable piston wall. The fluid sides of a pair (or more) of accumulators are

coupled together through an impeller/generator/motor combination. The air side of each of the

accumulators is coupled to the high pressure air tanks, and also to a valve-driven atmospheric

vent. Under expansion of the air chamber side, fluid in one accumulator is driven through the

impeller to generate power, and the spent fluid then flows into the second accumulator, whose

air side is now vented to atmospheric, thereby allowing the fluid to collect in the second

accumulator. During the storage phase, electrical energy can used to directly recharge the

pressure tanks via a compressor, or the accumulators can be run in reverse to pressurize the

pressure tanks. A version of this open-air concept is shown and described in U.S. Patent No.

6,145,31 1, which is hereby incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. This patent



provides a pair of two-stage accumulator arranged in an opposed coaxial relation. In the '311

patent, the seals of its moving parts separate the working gas chambers. Thus, large pressure

differentials can exist between these working gas chambers, resulting in a pressure differential

across the seals of the moving parts up to the maximum pressure of the system. This can result

in problematic gas leakage, as it is quite difficult to completely seal a moving, high-pressure

piston against gas leakage. In addition, the '311 patent proposes a complex, difficult to

manufacture and maintain accumulator structure that may be impractical for a field

implementation. Likewise, recognizing that isothermal compression and expansion is critical

to maintaining high round-trip system efficiency, especially if the compressed gas is stored for

long periods of time, the '311 patent proposes a complex heat-exchange structure within the

internal cavities of the accumulators. This complex structure adds expense and potentially

compromises the gas and fluid seals of the system.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0017] In various embodiments, the invention provides an energy storage system, based

upon an open-air hydraulic-pneumatic arrangement, using high-pressure gas in tanks that is

expanded in small batches from a high pressure of several hundred atmospheres to atmospheric

pressure. The systems may be sized and operated at a rate that allows for near isothermal

expansion and compression of the gas. The systems may also be scalable through coupling of

additional accumulator circuits and storage tanks as needed. Systems and methods in

accordance with the invention may allow for efficient near-isothermal high compression and

expansion to/from high pressure of several hundred atmospheres down to atmospheric pressure

to provide a much higher energy density.



[0018] Embodiments of the invention overcome the disadvantages of the prior art by

providing a system for storage and recovery of energy using an open-air hydraulic-pneumatic

accumulator and intensifier arrangement implemented in at least one circuit that combines an

accumulator and an intensifier in communication with a high-pressure gas storage reservoir on

the gas-side of the circuit, and a combination fluid motor/pump coupled to a combination

electric generator/motor on the fluid side of the circuit. In a representative embodiment, an

expansion/energy recovery mode, the accumulator of a first circuit is first filled with high-

pressure gas from the reservoir, and the reservoir is then cut off from the air chamber of the

accumulator. This gas causes fluid in the accumulator to be driven through the motor/pump to

generate electricity. Exhausted fluid is driven into either an opposing intensifier or an

accumulator in an opposing second circuit, whose air chamber is vented to atmosphere. As the

gas in the accumulator expands to mid-pressure, and fluid is drained, the mid-pressure gas in

the accumulator is then connected to an intensifier with a larger-area air piston acting on a

smaller area fluid piston. Fluid in the intensifier is then driven through the motor/pump at still-

high fluid pressure, despite the mid-pressure gas in the intensifier air chamber. Fluid from the

motor/pump is exhausted into either the opposing first accumulator or an intensifier of the

second circuit, whose air chamber may be vented to atmosphere as the corresponding fluid

chamber fills with exhausted fluid. In a compression/energy storage stage, the process is

reversed and the fluid motor/pump is driven by the electric component to force fluid into the

intensifier and the accumulator to compress gas and deliver it to the tank reservoir under high

pressure.

[0019] In one aspect, the invention relates to a compressed gas-based energy storage

system that includes a staged hydraulic-pneumatic energy conversion system. The staged

hydraulic-pneumatic system may include a compressed gas storage system and an accumulator

having a hydraulic side and a pneumatic side separated by an accumulator boundary



mechanism. The accumulator is desirably configured to transfer mechanical energy from the

pneumatic side to the hydraulic side at a first pressure ratio. An intensifier having a hydraulic

side and a pneumatic side is separated by an intensifier boundary mechanism, and the

intensifier is configured to transfer mechanical energy from the pneumatic side to the hydraulic

side at a second pressure ratio greater than the first pressure ratio. A control system operates

the compressed gas storage system, the accumulator, and the intensifier in a staged manner to

provide a predetermined pressure profile at at least one outlet.

[0020] In various embodiments, the system further includes a control valve arrangement

responsive to the control system. The control valve arrangement interconnects the compressed

gas storage system, the accumulator, the intensifier, and the outlet(s). The control valve

arrangement can include a first arrangement providing controllable fluid communication

between the accumulator pneumatic side and the compressed gas storage system, a second

arrangement providing controllable fluid communication between the accumulator pneumatic

side and the intensifier pneumatic side, a third arrangement providing controllable fluid

communication between the accumulator hydraulic side and outlet(s), and a fourth arrangement

providing controllable fluid communication between the intensifier hydraulic side and outlet(s).

The compressed gas storage system can include one or more pressurized gas vessels.

[0021] Furthermore, the staged hydraulic-pneumatic energy conversion system can also

include a second intensifier having a hydraulic side and a pneumatic side separated by a second

intensifier boundary mechanism. The second intensifier may be configured to transfer

mechanical energy from the pneumatic side to the hydraulic side at a third pressure ratio greater

than the second pressure ratio. The system can also include a second accumulator having a

hydraulic side and a pneumatic side separated by a second accumulator boundary mechanism.

The second accumulator may be configured to transfer mechanical energy from the pneumatic



side to the hydraulic side at the first pressure ratio, and can be connected in parallel with the

first accumulator.

[0022] In additional embodiments, the system includes a hydraulic motor/pump having an

input side in fluid communication with outlet(s) and having an output side in fluid

communication with at least one inlet that is itself in fluid communication with the control

valve arrangement. The system can also include an electric generator/motor mechanically

coupled to the hydraulic motor/pump. The control system can include a sensor system that

monitors at least one of (a) a fluid state related to the accumulator pneumatic side, the

intensifier pneumatic side, the accumulator hydraulic side and the intensifier hydraulic side (b)

a flow in hydraulic fluid, or (c) a position of the accumulator boundary mechanism and

intensifier boundary mechanism.

[0023] During operation of the system, the control valve arrangement may be operated in a

staged manner to allow gas from the compressed gas storage system to expand first within the

accumulator pneumatic side and then from the accumulator pneumatic side into the intensifier

pneumatic side. The gas expansion may occur substantially isothermally. The substantially

isothermal gas expansion can be free of the application of any external heating source other

than thermal exchange with the system's surroundings. In one embodiment, the substantially

isothermal gas expansion is achieved via heat transfer from outside the accumulator and the

intensifier therethrough, and to the gas within the accumulator pneumatic side and the

intensifier pneumatic side.

[0024] In addition, the control system can open and close each of the control valve

arrangements so that, when gas expands in the accumulator pneumatic side, the intensifier

pneumatic side is vented by the gas vent to low pressure. In this way, fluid is driven from the

accumulator hydraulic side by the expanding gas through the motor/pump and into the

intensifier hydraulic side. In addition, the control system can open and close each of the



control valve arrangements so that, when gas expands in the intensifier pneumatic side, fluid is

driven from the intensifier hydraulic side by the expanding gas through the motor/pump, and

into the accumulator hydraulic side; the accumulator pneumatic side is in fluid communication

with the intensifier pneumatic side.

[0025] In another aspect, the invention relates to a compressed gas-based energy storage

system including a staged hydraulic-pneumatic energy conversion system. In various

embodiments, the staged hydraulic-pneumatic system includes a compressed gas storage

system and at least one accumulator having an accumulator pneumatic side and an accumulator

hydraulic side. The accumulator pneumatic side may be in fluid communication with the

compressed gas storage system via a first control valve arrangement. The system may further

include at least one intensifier having an intensifier pneumatic side and an intensifier hydraulic

side, where the intensifier pneumatic side is in fluid communication with the accumulator

pneumatic side and a gas vent via a second control valve arrangement. The accumulator

pneumatic side and the accumulator hydraulic side may be separated by an accumulator

boundary mechanism that transfers mechanical energy therebetween. The intensifier

pneumatic side and the intensifier hydraulic side may be separated by an intensifier boundary

mechanism that transfers mechanical energy therebetween. Embodiments in accordance with

this aspect of the invention may include a hydraulic motor/pump having (i) an input side in

fluid communication via a third control valve arrangement with the accumulator hydraulic side

and the intensifier hydraulic side, and (ii) an output side in fluid communication via a fourth

control valve arrangement with the accumulator hydraulic side and the intensifier hydraulic

side. In various embodiments, the system includes an electric generator/motor mechanically

coupled to the hydraulic motor/pump, and a control system for actuating the control valve

arrangements in a staged manner to provide a predetermined pressure profile to the hydraulic

motor input side.



[0026] In various embodiments of the foregoing aspect, the control system includes a

sensor system that monitors at least one of (a) a fluid state related to the accumulator pneumatic

side, the intensifier pneumatic side, the accumulator hydraulic side and the intensifier hydraulic

side (b) a flow in hydraulic fluid, or (c) a position of the accumulator boundary mechanism and

intensifier boundary mechanism. The system can use the sensed parameters to control, for

example, the various control valve arrangements, the motor/pump, and the generator/motor.

The accumulator(s) can transfer mechanical energy at a first pressure ratio and the intensifier(s)

can transfer mechanical energy at a second pressure ratio greater than the first pressure ratio.

The compressed gas storage system can include one or more pressurized gas vessels.

[0027] In one embodiment, the system includes a second accumulator having a second

accumulator pneumatic side and a second accumulator hydraulic side. The second accumulator

pneumatic side and the second accumulator hydraulic side are separated by a second

accumulator boundary mechanism that transfers mechanical energy therebetween. Each of the

accumulator pneumatic sides is in fluid communication with the compressed gas storage system

via the first control valve arrangement, and each accumulator hydraulic side is in fluid

communication with the third control valve arrangement. The system can also include a second

intensifier having a second intensifier pneumatic side and a second intensifier hydraulic side.

The second intensifier pneumatic side and the second intensifier hydraulic side are separated by

a second intensifier boundary mechanism that transfers mechanical energy therebetween. Each

of the intensifier pneumatic sides is in fluid communication with each accumulator pneumatic

side and with the gas vent via the second control valve arrangement, and each intensifier

hydraulic side is in fluid communication with the fourth control valve arrangement.

Additionally, the gas from the compressed gas storage system can be expanded first within

each accumulator pneumatic side and then from each accumulator pneumatic side into each

intensifier pneumatic side in a staged manner.



[0028] In additional embodiments, the control system can open and close each of the

control valve arrangements so that, when gas expands in either one of the first accumulator

pneumatic side or the second accumulator pneumatic side, the second accumulator pneumatic

side or the first accumulator pneumatic side is vented by the gas vent to low pressure. In this

way, fluid is driven from either one of the first accumulator hydraulic side or the second

accumulator hydraulic side by the expanding gas through the motor/pump, and into the second

accumulator hydraulic side and the first accumulator hydraulic side. The control system can

also open and close each of the control valve arrangements so that, when gas expands in either

one of the first intensifier pneumatic side or the second intensifier pneumatic side, that

intensifier pneumatic side is vented by the gas vent to low pressure. In this way, fluid is driven

either from the first intensifier hydraulic side into the second intensifier hydraulic side, or from

the second intensifier hydraulic side into the first intensifier hydraulic side, by the expanding

gas through the motor/pump. The gas expansion can occur substantially isothermally. The

substantially isothermal gas expansion can be free of the application of any external heating

source other than thermal exchange with the system's surroundings. In one embodiment, the

substantially isothermal gas expansion is achieved via heat transfer from outside the

accumulator and the intensifier therethrough, and to the gas within the accumulator pneumatic

side and the intensifier pneumatic side.

[0029] In another aspect, the invention relates to a method of energy storage in a

compressed gas storage system that includes an accumulator and an intensifier. The method

includes the steps of transferring mechanical energy from a pneumatic side of the accumulator

to a hydraulic side of the accumulator at a first pressure ratio, transferring mechanical energy

from a pneumatic side of the intensifier to a hydraulic side of the intensifier at a second

pressure ratio greater than the first pressure ratio, and operating the compressed gas storage



system, the accumulator, and the intensifier in a staged manner to provide a predetermined

pressure profile at at least one outlet.

[0030] In various embodiments of the foregoing aspect, the method includes the step of

operating a control valve arrangement for interconnecting the compressed gas storage system,

the accumulator, the intensifier, and outlet(s). In one embodiment, the step of operating the

control valve arrangement includes opening and closing the valve arrangements in response to

at least one signal from a control system.

[0031] In yet another aspect, the invention relates to a compressed gas-based energy

storage system including a staged hydraulic-pneumatic energy conversion system that includes

a compressed gas storage system, at least four hydraulic-pneumatic devices, and a control

system that operates the compressed gas storage system and the hydraulic-pneumatic devices in

a staged manner, such that at least two of the hydraulic-pneumatic devices are always in an

expansion phase. In various embodiments, the hydraulic-pneumatic devices include a first

accumulator, a second accumulator, a third accumulator, and at least one intensifier. The

accumulators each have an accumulator pneumatic side and an accumulator hydraulic side

separated by an accumulator boundary mechanism that transfers mechanical energy

therebetween. The intensifier(s) may have an intensifier pneumatic side and an intensifier

hydraulic side separated by an intensifier boundary mechanism that transfers mechanical

energy therebetween.

[0032] In various embodiments of the foregoing aspect, the system includes a first

hydraulic motor/pump having an input side and an output side and a second hydraulic

motor/pump having an input side and an output side. In one embodiment, at least one of the

hydraulic motors/pumps is always being driven by at least one of the at least two hydraulic-

pneumatic devices in the expansion phase. In another embodiment, both hydraulic

motors/pumps are being driven by the at least two hydraulic-pneumatic devices during the



expansion phase, and each hydraulic motor/pump is driven at a different point during the

expansion phase, such that the overall power remains relatively constant. The system can also

include an electric generator/motor mechanically coupled to the first hydraulic motor/pump and

the second hydraulic motor/pump on a single shaft. The generator/motor is driven by the

hydraulic motors/pumps to generate electricity. In an alternative embodiment, the system

includes a first electric generator/motor mechanically coupled to the first hydraulic motor/pump

and a second electric generator/motor mechanically coupled to the second hydraulic

motor/pump. Each generator/motor is driven by its respective hydraulic motor/pump to

generate electricity

[0033] In addition, the system can include a control valve arrangement responsive to the

control system for variably interconnecting the compressed gas storage system, the hydraulic-

pneumatic devices, and the hydraulic motors/pumps. For example, in one configuration of the

control valve arrangement, the first accumulator can be put in fluid communication with the

compressed gas storage system and the input side of the first motor/pump, the second

accumulator can be put in fluid communication with the output side of the first motor/pump

and its air chamber vented to atmosphere, the third accumulator can be put in fluid

communication with the input side of the second motor/pump, and the intensifier can be put in

fluid communication with the output side of the second motor/pump and its air chamber vented

to atmosphere. The control valve arrangement can vary the interconnections between

components, such that essentially any of the hydraulic-pneumatic components and the

hydraulic motors/pumps can be in fluid communication with each other.

[0034] In another embodiment, the system can include a fifth hydraulic-pneumatic device.

The fifth device can be at least one of a fourth accumulator or a second intensifier. The fifth

accumulator has an accumulator pneumatic side and an accumulator hydraulic side separated

by an accumulator boundary mechanism that transfers mechanical energy therebetween. The



second intensifier has an intensifier pneumatic side and an intensifier hydraulic side separated

by an intensifier boundary mechanism that transfers mechanical energy therebetween. In this

embodiment, the control system operates the compressed gas storage system, the accumulators,

and the intensifiers in a staged manner such that at least three of the hydraulic-pneumatic

devices are always in the expansion phase.

[0035] In still another aspect, the invention relates to a compressed-gas based energy

storage system having a staged hydraulic-pneumatic energy conversion system. The energy

conversion system can include a compressed gas storage system that can be constructed from

one or more pressure vessels, a first accumulator and a second accumulator, each having an

accumulator pneumatic side and an accumulator hydraulic side; and a first intensifier and a

second intensifier, each having an intensifier pneumatic side and an intensifier hydraulic side.

The accumulator pneumatic side and the accumulator hydraulic side may be separated by an

accumulator boundary mechanism that can be a piston of predetermined diameter, which

transfers mechanical energy therebetween. Each accumulator pneumatic side may be in fluid

communication with the compressed gas storage system via a first gas valve assembly. Each

intensifier pneumatic side and intensifier hydraulic side may be separated by an intensifier

boundary mechanism that transfers mechanical energy therebetween. This boundary can be a

piston with a larger area on the pneumatic side than on the hydraulic side. Each intensifier

pneumatic side may be in fluid communication with each accumulator pneumatic side and with

a gas vent via a second gas valve assembly. Additional intensifiers (such as third and fourth

intensifiers) can also be provided in additional stages, in communication with the first and

second intensifiers, respectively. A hydraulic motor/pump may also be provided; the

motor/pump has an input side in fluid communication via a first fluid valve assembly with each

accumulator hydraulic side and each intensifier hydraulic side, and an output side in fluid

communication via a second fluid valve assembly with each accumulator hydraulic side and



each intensifier hydraulic side. An electric generator/motor is mechanically coupled to the

hydraulic motor/pump so that rotation of the motor/pump generates electricity during discharge

(i.e., gas expansion-energy recovery) and electricity drives the motor/pump during recharge

(i.e., gas compression-energy storage). A sensor system can be provided to monitor at least one

of (a) a fluid state related to each accumulator pneumatic side, each intensifier pneumatic side,

each accumulator hydraulic side, and each intensifier hydraulic side (b) a flow in hydraulic

fluid, or (c) a position of each accumulator boundary mechanism and intensifier boundary

mechanism. In addition, a controller, responsive to the sensor system, can control the opening

and closing of the first gas valve assembly, the second gas valve assembly, the first fluid valve

assembly and the second fluid valve assembly.

[0036] In one embodiment, gas from the compressed gas storage system expands first

within each accumulator pneumatic side and then from each accumulator pneumatic side into

each intensifier pneumatic side in a staged manner. The controller is constructed and arranged

to open and close each of the first gas valve assembly, the second gas valve assembly, the first

fluid valve assembly and the second fluid valve assembly so that, when gas expands in the first

accumulator pneumatic side, the second accumulator pneumatic side is vented by the gas vent

to low pressure; and when gas expands in the second accumulator pneumatic side, the first

accumulator pneumatic side is vented by the gas vent to low pressure. In this manner, fluid is

driven by the expanding gas through the motor/pump either from first accumulator fluid side

into the second accumulator hydraulic side, or from the second accumulator fluid side and into

the first accumulator hydraulic side.

[0037] In addition, the controller can open and close each of the valve assemblies so that,

when gas expands in the first intensifier pneumatic side, the second intensifier pneumatic side

is vented by the gas vent to low pressure so that fluid is driven by the expanding gas through

the motor/pump from the first intensifier fluid side into the second intensifier hydraulic side,



and when gas expands in the second intensifier pneumatic side, the first intensifier pneumatic

side is vented by the gas vent to low pressure so that fluid is driven by the expanding gas

through the motor/pump from the second intensifier fluid side into the first intensifier hydraulic

side.

[0038] In another embodiment, the controller can open and close the valve assemblies to

expand gas in a final stage in the pneumatic side of each of the first intensifier and the second

intensifier to near atmospheric pressure. The pressure of the hydraulic fluid exiting the

hydraulic side of each of the first intensifier and the second intensifier during gas expansion is

of a similar pressure range as the hydraulic fluid exiting the hydraulic side of the first

accumulator and the hydraulic side of the second accumulator during gas expansion.

[0039] The expansion and compression of gas desirably occurs isothermally or nearly

isothermally, and this substantially isothermal gas expansion or compression is free of any

external heating source other than thermal exchange with the surroundings. The controller can

monitor sensor data to ensure isothermal or near-isothermal expansion and compression. The

substantially isothermal gas expansion is achieved via heat transfer from outside the first

accumulator, the second accumulator, the first intensifier, and the second intensifier

therethrough, and to the gas within each accumulator pneumatic side and intensifier pneumatic

side. Staged expansion and compression, using accumulators and one or more intensifiers in a

circuit to expand/compress the gas more evenly, at varied pressures also helps to ensure that a

fluid pressure range at which the motor/pump operates efficiently and most optimally is

continuously provided to or from the motor/pump.

[0040] Generally, during the gas expansion cycle of one embodiment of the staged

hydraulic/pneumatic system, the gas is first expanded in one or more accumulators from a high

pressure to a mid-pressure, thereby driving a hydraulic motor, and at the same time, filling

either other accumulators or intensifiers with hydraulic fluid. If only a single accumulator is



used, following the expansion in the single accumulator to mid-pressure, the gas is then further

expanded from mid-pressure to low pressure in a single intensifier connected to the

accumulator. The intensifier boosts the pressure (to the original high to mid-pressure range),

drives the hydraulic motor, and refills either another intensifier or the accumulator with fluid.

This method of system cycling provides one means of system expansion, but many other

combinations of accumulators and intensifiers may be employed, changing the characteristics

of the expansion. Likewise, the compression process is the expansion process in reverse and

any change in system cycling for the expansion can be employed for compression.

[0041] Many other system staging schemes are within the scope of the invention, each with

similar trade-offs (e.g., increased power density, but decreased energy density). For example, a

four accumulator-two intensifier system may also be cycled to provide a substantially higher

and smoother power output than the described two accumulator-two intensifier system, while

maintaining the ability to compress and expand below the mid system pressure. Likewise, a

single accumulator-single intensifier system may be cycled in such a way as to provide a

similar power output to the two accumulator-two intensifier system for system pressures above

the mid pressure.

[0042] By way of background, it should be noted that the intensifier in the staged

hydraulic/pneumatic system described above essentially has two cycles (analogous to the two

cycles or four cycles of an internal combustion engine) and the accumulator has three cycles.

The two cycles in the intensifier during expansion are essentially (i) intensifier driving:

expansion from mid to low pressure (driving the motor from high to mid pressure, and, (ii)

intensifier refilling: refilling with hydraulic fluid (while the air in the intensifier is at

atmospheric pressure). The three cycles in the accumulator during expansion are (i)

accumulator driving: expansion from high to mid pressure (driving the motor from high to mid

pressure; (ii) accumulator to intensifier: expansion from mid to low pressure while connected to



the intensifier; and, (iii) accumulator refilling: refilling with hydraulic fluid (while the air in

the accumulator is at atmospheric pressure).

[0043] These and other objects, along with the advantages and features of the present

invention herein disclosed, will become apparent through reference to the following

description, the accompanying drawings, and the claims. Furthermore, it is to be understood

that the features of the various embodiments described herein are not mutually exclusive and

can exist in various combinations and permutations.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0044] In the drawings, like reference characters generally refer to the same parts

throughout the different views. In addition, the drawings are not necessarily to scale, emphasis

instead generally being placed upon illustrating the principles of the invention. In the

following description, various embodiments of the present invention are described with

reference to the following drawings, in which:

[0045] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an open-air hydraulic-pneumatic energy storage

and recovery system in accordance with one embodiment of the invention;

[0046] FIGS. IA and IB are enlarged schematic views of the accumulator and intensifier

components of the system of FIG. 1;

[0047] FIGS. 2A-2Q are simplified graphical representations of the system of FIG. 1

illustrating the various operational stages of the system during compression;

[0048] FIGS. 3A-3M are simplified graphical representations of the system of FIG. 1

illustrating the various operational stages of the system during expansion;

[0049] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of an open-air hydraulic-pneumatic energy storage

and recovery system in accordance with an alternative embodiment of the invention;



[0050] FIGS. 5A-5N are schematic diagrams of the system of FIG. 5 illustrating the cycling

of the various components during an expansion phase of the system;

[0051] FIG. 6 is a generalized diagram of the various operational states of an open-air

hydraulic-pneumatic energy storage and recovery system in accordance with one embodiment

of the invention in both an expansion/energy recovery cycle and a compression/energy storage

cycle;

[0052] FIGS. 7A-7F are partial schematic diagrams of an open-air hydraulic-pneumatic

energy storage and recovery system in accordance with another alternative embodiment of the

invention, illustrating the various operational stages of the system during an expansion phase;

[0053] FIG. 8 is a table illustrating the expansion phase for the system of FIGS. 7A-7F;

[0054] FIG. 9 is a graph illustrating the power versus time profile for the expansion phase

of the system of FIGS. 7A-7F;

[0055] FIG. 10 is a table illustrating an expansion phase for a variation of the system of

FIGS. 7A-7F using four accumulators and two intensifiers;

[0056] FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of an open-air hydraulic-pneumatic energy storage

and recovery system in accordance with an alternative embodiment of the invention;

[0057] FIG. 12 is a pictorial representation of an exemplary embodiment of an open-air

hydraulic-pneumatic energy storage and recovery system as shown in FIG. 11;

[0058] FIG. 13A is a graphical representation of the gas pressures of various components of

the system of FIG. 11 during energy storage;

[0059] FIG. 13B is a graphical representation of the gas pressures of various components of

the system of FIG. 11 during energy recovery;

[0060] FIG. 14A is another graphical representation of the gas pressures of various

components of the system of FIG. 11 during an expansion phase;



[0061] FIG. 14B is a graphical representation of the corresponding hydraulic pressures of

various components of the system of FIG. 11 during the expansion phase; and

[0062] FIGS. 15A-15W are graphical representations of the effects of isothermal versus

adiabatic compression and expansion and the advantages of the inventive concepts described in

the present application.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0063] In the following, various embodiments of the present invention are generally

described with reference to a single accumulator and a single intensifier or an arrangement with

two accumulators and two intensifiers and simplified valve arrangements. It is, however, to be

understood that the present invention can include any number and combination of

accumulators, intensifiers, and valve arrangements. In addition, any dimensional values given

are exemplary only, as the systems according to the invention are scalable and customizable to

suit a particular application. Furthermore, the terms pneumatic, gas, and air are used

interchangeably and the terms hydraulic and fluid are also used interchangeably.

[0064] FIG. 1 depicts one embodiment of an open-air hydraulic-pneumatic energy storage

and recovery system 100 in accordance with the invention in a neutral state (i.e., all of the

valves are closed and energy is neither being stored nor recovered. The system 100 includes

one or more high-pressure gas/air storage tanks 102a, 102b, . . . 102n. Each tank 102 is joined

in parallel via a manual valve(s) 104a, 104b, . . . 104n, respectively, to a main air line 108. The

valves 104 are not limited to manual operation, as the valves can be electrically, hydraulically,

or pneumatically actuated, as can all of the valves described herein. The tanks 102 are each

provided with a pressure sensor 112a, 112b ... 112n and a temperature sensor 114a, 114b

... 114n. These sensors 112, 114 can output electrical signals that can be monitored by a



control system 120 via appropriate wired and wireless connections/communications.

Additionally, the sensors 112, 114 could include visual indicators.

[0065] The control system 120, which is described in greater detail with respect to FIG. 4,

can be any acceptable control device with a human-machine interface. For example, the

control system 120 could include a computer (for example a PC-type) that executes a stored

control application in the form of a computer-readable software medium. The control

application receives telemetry from the various sensors to be described below, and provides

appropriate feedback to control valve actuators, motors, and other needed

electromechanical/electronic devices .

[0066] The system 100 further includes pneumatic valves 106a, 106b, 106c, . . . 106n that

control the communication of the main air line 108 with an accumulator 116 and an intensifier

118. As previously stated, the system 100 can include any number and combination of

accumulators 116 and intensifiers 118 to suit a particular application. The pneumatic valves

106 are also connected to a vent 110 for exhausting air/gas from the accumulator 116, the

intensifier 118, and/or the main air line 108.

[0067] As shown in FIG. IA, the accumulator 116 includes an air chamber 140 and a fluid

chamber 138 divided by a movable piston 136 having an appropriate sealing system using

sealing rings and other components (not shown) that are known to those of ordinary skill in the

art. Alternatively, a bladder type barrier could be used to divide the air and fluid chambers 140,

138 of the accumulator 116. The piston 136 moves along the accumulator housing in response

to pressure differentials between the air chamber 140 and the opposing fluid chamber 138. In

this example, hydraulic fluid (or another liquid, such as water) is indicated by a shaded volume

in the fluid chamber 138. The accumulator 116 can also include optional shut-off valves 134

that can be used to isolate the accumulator 116 from the system 100. The valves 134 can be

manually or automatically operated.



[0068] As shown in FIG. IB, the intensifier 118 includes an air chamber 144 and a fluid

chamber 146 divided by a movable piston assemblyl42 having an appropriate sealing system

using sealing rings and other components that are known to those of ordinary skill in the art.

Similar to the accumulator piston 136, the intensifier piston 142 moves along the intensifier

housing in response to pressure differentials between the air chamber 144 and the opposing

fluid chamber 146.

[0069] However, the intensifier piston assembly 142 is actually two pistons: an air piston

142a connected by a shaft, rod, or other coupling means 143 to a respective fluid piston 142b.

The fluid piston 142b moves in conjunction with the air piston 142a, but acts directly upon the

associated intensifier fluid chamber 146. Notably, the internal diameter (and/or volume) (DAI)

of the air chamber for the intensifier 118 is greater than the diameter (DAA) of the air chamber

for the accumulator 116. In particular, the surface of the intensifier piston 142a is greater than

the surface area of the accumulator piston 136. The diameter of the intensifier fluid piston

(DFI) is approximately the same as the diameter of the accumulator piston 136 (DFA). Thus in

this manner, a lower air pressure acting upon the intensifier piston 142a generates a similar

pressure on the associated fluid chamber 146 as a higher air pressure acting on the accumulator

piston 136. As such, the ratio of the pressures of the intensifier air chamber 144 and the

intensifier fluid chamber 146 is greater than the ratio of the pressures of the accumulator air

chamber 140 and the accumulator fluid chamber 138. In one example, the ratio of the pressures

in the accumulator could be 1:1, while the ratio of pressures in the intensifier could be 10:1.

These ratios will vary depending on the number of accumulators and intensifiers used and the

particular application. In this manner, and as described further below, the system 100 allows

for at least two stages of air pressure to be employed to generate similar levels of fluid pressure.

Again, a shaded volume in the fluid chamber 146 indicates the hydraulic fluid and the



intensifier 118 can also include the optional shut-off valves 134 to isolate the intensifier 118

from the system 100.

[0070] As also shown in FIGS IA and IB, the accumulator 116 and the intensifier 118 each

include a temperature sensor 122 and a pressure sensor 124 in communication with each air

chamber 140, 144 and each fluid chamber 138, 146. These sensors are similar to sensors 112,

114 and deliver sensor telemetry to the control system 120, which in turn can send signals to

control the valve arrangements. In addition, the pistons 136, 142 can include position sensors

148 that report the present position of the pistons 136, 142 to the control system 120. The

position and/or rate of movement of the pistons 136, 142 can be used to determine relative

pressure and flow of both the gas and the fluid.

[0071] Referring back to FIG. 1, the system 100 further includes hydraulic valves 128a,

128b, 128c, 128d . . . 128n that control the communication of the fluid connections of the

accumulator 116 and the intensifier 118 with a hydraulic motor 130. The specific number,

type, and arrangement of the hydraulic valves 128 and the pneumatic valves 106 are

collectively referred to as the control valve arrangements. In addition, the valves are generally

depicted as simple two way valves (i.e., shut-off valves); however, the valves could essentially

be any configuration as needed to control the flow of air and/or fluid in a particular manner.

The hydraulic line between the accumulator 116 and valves 128a, 128b and the hydraulic line

between the intensifier 118 and valves 128c, 128d can include flow sensors 126 that relay

information to the control system 120.

[0072] The motor/pump 130 can be a piston-type assembly having a shaft 131 (or other

mechanical coupling) that drives, and is driven by, a combination electrical motor and

generator assembly 132. The motor/pump 130 could also be, for example, an impeller, vane, or

gear type assembly. The motor/generator assembly 132 is interconnected with a power



distribution system and can be monitored for status and output/input level by the control system

120.

[0073] One advantage of the system depicted in FIG. 1, as opposed, for example, to the

system of FIGS. 4 and 5, is that it achieves approximately double the power output in, for

example, a 3000-300 psig range without additional components. Shuffling the hydraulic fluid

back and forth between the intensifier 118 and the accumulator 116 allows for the same power

output as a system with twice the number of intensifiers and accumulators while expanding or

compressing in the 250-3000 psig pressure range. In addition, this system arrangement can

eliminate potential issues with self-priming for certain the hydraulic motors/pumps when in the

pumping mode (i.e., compression phase).

[0074] FIGS. 2A-2Q represent, in a simplified graphical manner, the various operational

stages of the system 100 during a compression phase, where the storage tanks 102 are charged

with high pressure air/gas (i.e., energy is stored). In addition, only one storage tank 102 is

shown and some of the valves and sensors are omitted for clarity. Furthermore, the pressures

shown are for reference only and will vary depending on the specific operating parameters of

the system 100.

[0075] As shown in FIG. 2A, the system 100 is in a neutral state, where the pneumatic

valves 106 and the hydraulic valves 128 are closed. Shut-off valves 134 are open in every

operational stage to maintain the accumulator 116 and intensifier 118 in communication with

the system 100. The accumulator fluid chamber 138 is substantially filled, while the intensifier

fluid chamber is substantially empty. The storage tank 102 is typically at a low pressure

(approximately 0 psig) prior to charging and the hydraulic motor/pump 130 is stationary.

[0076] As shown in FIGS. 2B and 2C, as the compression phase begins, pneumatic valve

106b is open, thereby allowing fluid communication between the accumulator air chamber 140

and the intensifier air chamber 144, and hydraulic valves 128a, 128d are open, thereby allowing



fluid communication between the accumulator fluid chamber 138 and the intensifier fluid

chamber 146 via the hydraulic motor/pump 130. The motor/generator 132 (see FIG. 1) begins

to drive the motor/pump 130, and the air pressure between the intensifier 118 and the

accumulator 116 begins to increase, as fluid is driven to the intensifier fluid chamber 144 under

pressure. The pressure or mechanical energy is transferred to the air chamber 146 via the

piston 142. This increase of air pressure in the accumulator air chamber 140 pressurizes the

fluid chamber 138 of the accumulator 116, thereby providing pressurized fluid to the

motor/pump 130 inlet, which can eliminate self-priming concerns.

[0077] As shown in FIGS. 2D, 2E, and 2F, the motor/generator 132 continues to drive the

motor/pump 130, thereby transferring the hydraulic fluid from the accumulator 116 to the

intensifier 118, which in turn continues to pressurize the air between the accumulator and

intensifier air chamber 140, 146. FIG. 2F depicts the completion of the first stage of the

compression phase. The pneumatic and hydraulic valves 106, 128 are all closed. The fluid

chamber 144 of the intensifier 118 is substantially filled with fluid at a high pressure (for

example, about 3000 psig) and the accumulator fluid chamber 138 is substantially empty and

maintained at a mid-range pressure (for example, about 250 psig). The pressures in the

accumulator and intensifier air chambers 140, 146 are maintained at the mid-range pressure.

[0078] The beginning of the second stage of the compression phase is shown in FIG. 2G,

where hydraulic valves 128b, 128c are open and the pneumatic valves 106 are all closed,

thereby putting the intensifier fluid chamber 144 at high pressure in communication with the

motor/pump 130. The pressure of any gas remaining in the intensifier air chamber 146 will

assist in driving the motor/pump 130. Once the hydraulic pressure equalizes between the

accumulator and intensifier fluid chambers 138, 144 (as shown in FIG. 2H) the motor/generator

will draw electricity to drive the motor/pump 130 and further pressurize the accumulator fluid

chamber 138.



[0079] As shown in FIGS. 21 and 2J, the motor/pump 130 continues to pressurize the

accumulator fluid chamber 138, which in turn pressurizes the accumulator air chamber 140.

The intensifier fluid chamber 146 is at a low pressure and the intensifier air chamber 144 is at

substantially atmospheric pressure. Once the intensifier air chamber 144 reaches substantially

atmospheric pressure, pneumatic vent valve 106c is opened. For a vertical orientation of the

intensifier, the weight of the intensifier piston 142 can provide the necessary back-pressure to

the motor/pump 130, which would overcome potential self-priming issues for certain

motors/pumps.

[0080] As shown in FIG. 2K, the motor/pump 130 continues to pressurize the accumulator

fluid chamber 138 and the accumulator air chamber 140, until the accumulator air and fluid

chambers are at the high pressure for the system 100. The intensifier fluid chamber 146 is at a

low pressure and is substantially empty. The intensifier air chamber 144 is at substantially

atmospheric pressure. FIG. 2K also depicts the change-over in the control valve arrangement

when the accumulator air chamber 140 reaches the predetermined high pressure for the system

100. Pneumatic valve 106a is opened to allow the high pressure gas to enter the storage tanks

102.

[0081] FIG. 2L depicts the end of the second stage of one compression cycle, where all of

the hydraulic and the pneumatic valves 128, 106 are closed. The system 100 will now begin

another compression cycle, where the system 100 shuttles the hydraulic fluid back to the

intensifier 118 from the accumulator 116.

[0082] FIG. 2M depicts the beginning of the next compression cycle. The pneumatic

valves 106 are closed and hydraulic valves 128a, 128d are open. The residual pressure of any

gas remaining in the accumulator fluid chamber 138 drives the motor/pump 130 initially,

thereby eliminating the need to draw electricity. As shown in FIG. 2N, and described with

respect to FIG. 2G, once the hydraulic pressure equalizes between the accumulator and



intensifier fluid chambers 138, 144 the motor/generator 132 will draw electricity to drive the

motor/pump 130 and further pressurize the intensifier fluid chamber 144. During this stage, the

accumulator air chamber 140 pressure decreases and the intensifier air chamber 146 pressure

increases.

[0083] As shown in FIG. 20, when the gas pressures at the accumulator air chamber 140

and the intensifier air chamber 146 are equal, pneumatic valve 106b is opened, thereby putting

the accumulator air chamber 140 and the intensifier air chamber 146 in fluid communication.

As shown in FIGS. 2P and 2Q, the motor/pump 130 continues to transfer fluid from the

accumulator fluid chamber 138 to the intensifier fluid chamber 146 and pressurize the

intensifier fluid chamber 146. As described above with respect to FIGS. 2D-2F, the process

continues until substantially all of the fluid has been transferred to the intensifier 118 and the

intensifier fluid chamber 146 is at the high pressure and the intensifier air chamber 144 is at the

mid-range pressure. The system 100 continues the process as shown and described in FIGS.

2G-2K to continue storing high pressure air in the storage tanks 102. The system 100 will

perform as many compression cycles (i.e., the shuttling of hydraulic fluid between the

accumulator 116 and the intensifier 118) as necessary to reach a desired pressure of the air in

the storage tanks 102 (i.e., a full compression phase).

[0084] FIGS. 3A-3M represent, in a simplified graphical manner, the various operational

stages of the system 100 during an expansion phase, where energy (i.e., the stored compressed

gas) is recovered. FIGS 3A-3M use the same designations, symbols, and exemplary numbers

as shown in FIGS. 2A-2Q. It should be noted that while the system 100 is described as being

used to compress the air in the storage tanks 102, alternatively, the tanks 102 could be charged

(for example, an initial charge) by a separate compressor unit.



[0085] As shown in FIG. 3A, the system 100 is in a neutral state, where the pneumatic

valves 106 and the hydraulic valves 128 are all closed. The same as during the compression

phase, the shut-off valves 134 are open to maintain the accumulator 116 and intensifier 118 in

communication with the system 100. The accumulator fluid chamber 138 is substantially

filled, while the intensifier fluid chamber 146 is substantially empty. The storage tank 102 is at

a high pressure (for example, 3000 psig) and the hydraulic motor/pump 130 is stationary.

[0086] FIG. 3B depicts a first stage of the expansion phase, where pneumatic valves 106a,

106c are open. Open pneumatic valve 106a connects the high pressure storage tanks 102 in

fluid communication with the accumulator air chamber 140, which in turn pressurizes the

accumulator fluid chamber 138. Open pneumatic valve 106c vents the intensifier air chamber

146 to atmosphere. Hydraulic valves 128a, 128d are open to allow fluid to flow from the

accumulator fluid chamber 138 to drive the motor/pump 130, which in turn drives the

motor/generator 132, thereby generating electricity. The generated electricity can be delivered

directly to a power grid or stored for later use, for example, during peak usage times.

[0087] As shown in FIG. 3C, once the predetermined volume of pressurized air is admitted

to the accumulator air chamber 140 (for example, 3000 psig), pneumatic valve 106a is closed to

isolate the storage tanks 102 from the accumulator air chamber 140. As shown in FIGS. 3C-

3F, the high pressure in the accumulator air chamber 140 continues to drive the hydraulic fluid

from the accumulator fluid chamber 138 through the motor/pump 130 and to the intensifier

fluid chamber 146, thereby continuing to drive the motor/generator 132 and generate

electricity. As the hydraulic fluid is transferred from the accumulator 116 to the intensifier

118, the pressure in the accumulator air chamber 140 decreases and the air in the intensifier air

chamber 144 is vented through pneumatic valve 106C.



[0088] FIG. 3G depicts the end of the first stage of the expansion phase. Once the

accumulator air chamber 140 reaches a second predetermined mid-pressure (for example, about

300 psig), all of the hydraulic and pneumatic valves 128, 106 are closed. The pressure in the

accumulator fluid chamber 138, the intensifier fluid chamber 146, and the intensifier air

chamber 144 are at approximately atmospheric pressure. The pressure in the accumulator air

chamber 140 is maintained at the predetermined mid-pressure.

[0089] FIG. 3H depicts the beginning of the second stage of the expansion phase.

Pneumatic valve 106b is opened to allow fluid communication between the accumulator air

chamber 140 and the intensifier air chamber 144. The predetermined pressure will decrease

slightly when the valve 106b is opened and the accumulator air chamber 140 and the intensifier

air chamber 144 are connected. Hydraulic valves 128b, 128d are opened, thereby allowing the

hydraulic fluid stored in the intensifier to transfer to the accumulator fluid chamber 138 through

the motor/pump 130, which in turn drives the motor/generator 132 and generates electricity.

The air transferred from the accumulator air chamber 140 to the intensifier air chamber 144 to

drive the fluid from the intensifier fluid chamber 146 to the accumulator fluid chamber 138 is at

a lower pressure than the air that drove the fluid from the accumulator fluid chamber 138 to the

intensifier fluid chamber 146. The area differential between the air piston 142a and the fluid

piston 142b (for example, 10:1) allows the lower pressure air to transfer the fluid from the

intensifier fluid chamber 146 at a high pressure.

[0090] As shown in FIGS. 3I-3K, the pressure in the intensifier air chamber 144 continues

to drive the hydraulic fluid from the intensifier fluid chamber 146 through the motor/pump 130

and to the accumulator fluid chamber 138, thereby continuing to drive the motor/generator 132

and generate electricity. As the hydraulic fluid is transferred from the intensifier 118 to the

accumulator 116, the pressures in the intensifier air chamber 144, the intensifier fluid chamber

146, the accumulator air chamber 140, and the accumulator fluid chamber 138 decrease.



[0091] FIG. 3L depicts the end of the second stage of the expansion cycle, where

substantially all of the hydraulic fluid has been transferred to the accumulator 116 and all of the

valves 106, 128 are closed. In addition, the accumulator air chamber 140, the accumulator

fluid chamber 138, the intensifier air chamber 144, and the intensifier fluid chamber 146 are all

at low pressure. In an alternative embodiment, the hydraulic fluid can be shuffled back and

forth between two intensifiers for compressing and expanding in the low pressure (for example,

about 0-250 psig) range. Using a second intensifier and appropriate valving to utilize the

energy stored at the lower pressures can produce additional electricity.

[0092] FIG. 3M depicts the start of another expansion phase, as described with respect to

FIG. 3B. The system 100 can continue to cycle through expansion phases as necessary for the

production of electricity, or until all of the compressed air in the storage tanks 102 has been

exhausted.

[0093] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of an energy storage system 300, employing open-air

hydraulic-pneumatic principles according to one embodiment of this invention. The system

300 consists of one or more high-pressure gas/air storage tanks 302a, 302b, .. . 302n (the

number being highly variable to suit a particular application). Each tank 302a, 302b is joined

in parallel via a manual valve(s) 304a, 304b, .. . 304n respectively to a main air line 308. The

tanks 302a, 302b are each provided with a pressure sensor 312a, 312b .. . 312n and a

temperature sensor 314a, 314b. . . 314n that can be monitored by a system controller 350 via

appropriate connections (shown generally herein as arrows indicating "TO CONTROL"). The

controller 350, the operation of which is described in further detail below, can be any

acceptable control device with a human-machine interface. In an one embodiment, the

controller 350 includes a computer 351 (for example a PC-type) that executes a stored control

application 353 in the form of a computer-readable software medium. The control application

353 receives telemetry from the various sensors and provides appropriate feedback to control



valve actuators, motors, and other needed electromechanical/electronic devices. An

appropriate interface can be used to convert data from sensors into a form readable by the

computer controller 351 (such as RS-232 or network-based interconnects). Likewise, the

interface converts the computer's control signals into a form usable by valves and other

actuators to perform an operation. The provision of such interfaces should be clear to those of

ordinary skill in the art.

[0094] The main air line 308 from the tanks 302a, 302b is coupled to a pair of multi-stage

(two stages in this example) accumulator/intensifier circuits (or hydraulic-pneumatic cylinder

circuits) (dashed boxes 360, 362) via automatically controlled (via controller 350), two-position

valves 307a, 307b, 307c and 306a, 306b and 306c. These valves are coupled to respective

accumulators 316 and 317 and intensifiers 318 and 319 according to one embodiment of the

system. Pneumatic valves 306a and 307a are also coupled to a respective atmospheric air vent

310b and 310a. In particular, valves 306c and 307c connect along a common air line 390, 391

between the main air line 308 and the accumulators 316 and 317, respectively. Pneumatic

valves 306b and 307b connect between the respective accumulators 316 and 317, and

intensifiers 318 and 319. Pneumatic valves 306a, 307a connect along the common lines 390,

391 between the intensifiers 318 and 319, and the atmospheric vents 310b and 310a.

[0095] The air from the tanks 302, thus, selectively communicates with the air chamber

side of each accumulator and intensifier (referenced in the drawings as air chamber 340 for

accumulator 316, air chamber 341 for accumulator 317, air chamber 344 for intensifier 318,

and air chamber 345 for intensifier 319). An air temperature sensor 322 and a pressure sensor

324 communicate with each air chamber 341, 344, 345, 322, and deliver sensor telemetry to the

controller 350.



[0096] The air chamber 340, 341 of each accumulator 316, 317 is enclosed by a movable

piston 336, 337 having an appropriate sealing system using sealing rings and other components

that are known to those of ordinary skill in the art. The piston 336, 337 moves along the

accumulator housing in response to pressure differentials between the air chamber 340, 341 and

an opposing fluid chamber 338, 339, respectively, on the opposite side of the accumulator

housing. In this example, hydraulic fluid (or another liquid, such as water) is indicated by a

shaded volume in the fluid chamber. Likewise, the air chambers 344, 345 of the respective

intensifiers 318, 319 are enclosed by a moving piston assembly 342, 343. However, the

intensifier air piston 342a, 343a is connected by a shaft, rod, or other coupling to a respective

fluid piston, 342b, 343b. This fluid piston 342b, 343b moves in conjunction with the air piston

342a, 343a, but acts directly upon the associated intensifier fluid chamber 346, 347. Notably,

the internal diameter (and/or volume) of the air chamber (DAI) for the intensifier 318, 319 is

greater than the diameter of the air chamber (DAA) for the accumulator 316, 317 in the same

circuit 360, 362. In particular, the surface area of the intensifier pistons 342a, 343a is greater

than the surface area of the accumulator pistons 336, 337. The diameter of each intensifier

fluid piston (DFI) is approximately the same as the diameter of each accumulator (DFA). Thus

in this manner, a lower air pressure acting upon the intensifier piston generates a similar

pressure on the associated fluid chamber as a higher air pressure acting on the accumulator

piston. In this manner, and as described further below, the system allows for at least two stages

of pressure to be employed to generate similar levels of fluid pressure.

[0097] In one example, assuming that the initial gas pressure in the accumulator is at 200

atmospheres (ATM) (high-pressure), with a final mid-pressure of 20 ATM upon full expansion,

and that the initial gas pressure in the intensifier is then 20 ATM (with a final pressure of 1.5-2

ATM), then the area of the gas piston in the intensifier would be approximately 10 times the

area of the piston in the accumulator (or 3.16 times the radius). However, the precise values for



initial high-pressure, mid-pressure and final low-pressure are highly variable, depending in part

upon the operating specifications of the system components, scale of the system and output

requirements. Thus, the relative sizing of the accumulators and the intensifiers is variable to

suit a particular application.

[0098] Each fluid chamber 338, 339, 346, 347 is interconnected with an appropriate

temperature sensor 322 and pressure sensor 324, each delivering telemetry to the controller

350. In addition, each fluid line interconnecting the fluid chambers can be fitted with a flow

sensor 326, which directs data to the controller 350. The pistons 336, 337, 342 and 343 can

include position sensors 348 that report their present position to the controller 350. The

position of the piston can be used to determine relative pressure and flow of both gas and fluid.

Each fluid connection from a fluid chamber 338, 339, 346, 347 is connected to a pair of

parallel, automatically controlled valves. As shown, fluid chamber 338 (accumulator 316) is

connected to valve pair 328c and 328d; fluid chamber 339 (accumulator 317) is connected to

valve pair 329a and 329b; fluid chamber 346 (intensifier 318) is connected to valve pair 328a

and 328b; and fluid chamber 347 (intensifier 319) is connected to valve pair 329c and 329d.

One valve from each chamber 328b, 328d, 329a and 329c is connected to one connection side

372 of a hydraulic motor/pump 330. This motor/pump 330 can be piston-type (or other suitable

type, including vane, impeller, and gear) assembly having a shaft 331 (or other mechanical

coupling) that drives, and is driven by, a combination electrical motor/generator assembly 332.

The motor/generator assembly 332 is interconnected with a power distribution system and can

be monitored for status and output/input level by the controller 350. The other connection side

374 of the hydraulic motor/pump 330 is connected to the second valve in each valve pair 328a,

328c, 329b and 329d. By selectively toggling the valves in each pair, fluid is connected

between either side 372, 374 of the hydraulic motor/pump 330. Alternatively, some or all of



the valve pairs can be replaced with one or more three position, four way valves or other

combinations of valves to suit a particular application.

[0099] The number of circuits 360, 362 can be increased as necessary. Additional circuits

can be interconnected to the tanks 302 and each side 372, 374 of the hydraulic motor/pump 330

in the same manner as the components of the circuits 360, 362. Generally, the number of

circuits should be even so that one circuit acts as a fluid driver while the other circuit acts as a

reservoir for receiving the fluid from the driving circuit.

[0100] An optional accumulator 366 is connected to at least one side (e.g., inlet side 372) of

the hydraulic motor/pump 330. The optional accumulator 366 can be, for example, a closed-

air-type accumulator with a separate fluid side 368 and precharged air side 370. As will be

described below, the accumulator 366 acts as a fluid capacitor to deal with transients in fluid

flow through the motor/pump 330. In another embodiment, a second optional accumulator or

other low-pressure reservoir 371 is placed in fluid communication with the outlet side 374 of

the motor/pump 330 and can also include a fluid side 371 and a precharged air side 369. The

foregoing optional accumulators can be used with any of the systems described herein.

[0101] Having described the general arrangement of one embodiment of an open-air

hydraulic-pneumatic energy storage system 300 in FIG. 4, the exemplary functions of the

system 300 during an energy recovery phase will now be described with reference to FIGS. 5A-

5N. For the purposes of this operational description, the illustrations of the system 300 in

FIGS. 5A-5N have been simplified, omitting the controller 350 and interconnections with

valves, sensors, etc. It should be understood, that the steps described are under the control and

monitoring of the controller 350 based upon the rules established by the application 353.

[0102] FIG. 5A is a schematic diagram of the energy storage and recovery system of FIG. 4

showing an initial physical state of the system 300 in which an accumulator 316 of a first

circuit is filled with high-pressure gas from the high-pressure gas storage tanks 302. The tanks



302 have been filled to full pressure, either by the cycle of the system 300 under power input to

the hydraulic motor/pump 330, or by a separate high-pressure air pump 376. This air pump 376

is optional, as the air tanks 302 can be filled by running the recovery cycle in reverse. The

tanks 302 in this embodiment can be filled to a pressure of 200 ATM (3000 psi) or more. The

overall, collective volume of the tanks 302 is highly variable and depends in part upon the

amount of energy to be stored.

[0103] In FIG. 5A, the recovery of stored energy is initiated by the controller 350. To this

end, pneumatic valve 307c is opened allowing a flow of high-pressure air- to pass into the air

chamber 340 of the accumulator 316. Note that where a flow of compressed gas or fluid is

depicted, the connection is indicated as a dashed line. The level of pressure is reported by the

sensor 324 in communication with the chamber 340. The pressure is maintained at the desired

level by valve 307c. This pressure causes the piston 336 to bias (arrow 800) toward the fluid

chamber 338, thereby generating a comparable pressure in the incompressible fluid. The fluid

is prevented from moving out of the fluid chamber 338 at this time by valves 329c and 329d).

[0104] FIG. 5B is a schematic diagram of the energy storage and recovery system of FIG. 4

showing a physical state of the system 300 following the state of FIG. 5A, in which valves are

opened to allow fluid to flow from the accumulator 316 of the first circuit to the fluid

motor/pump 330 to generate electricity therefrom. As shown in FIG. 5B, pneumatic valve 307c

remains open. When a predetermined pressure is obtained in the air chamber 340, the fluid

valve 329c is opened by the controller, causing a flow of fluid (arrow 801) to the inlet side 372

of the hydraulic motor/pump 330 (which operates in motor mode during the recovery phase).

The motion of the motor 330 drives the electric motor/generator 332 in a generation mode,

providing power to the facility or grid as shown by the term "POWER OUT." To absorb the

fluid flow (arrow 803) from the outlet side 374 of the hydraulic motor/pump 330, fluid valve

328c is opened to the fluid chamber 339 by the controller 350 to route fluid to the opposing



accumulator 317. To allow the fluid to fill accumulator 317 after its energy has been

transferred to the motor/pump 330, the air chamber 341 is vented by opening pneumatic vent

valves 306a, 306b. This allows any air in the chamber 341, to escape to the atmosphere via the

vent 310b as the piston 337 moves (arrow 805) in response to the entry of fluid.

[0105] FIG. 5C is a schematic diagram of the energy storage and recovery system of FIG. 4

showing a physical state of the system 300 following the state of FIG. 5B, in which the

accumulator 316 of the first circuit directs fluid to the fluid motor/pump 330 while the

accumulator 317 of the second circuit receives exhausted fluid from the motor/pump 330, as

gas in its air chamber 341 is vented to atmosphere. As shown in FIG. 5C, a predetermined

amount of gas has been allowed to flow from the high-pressure tanks 302 to the accumulator

316 and the controller 350 now closes pneumatic valve 307c. Other valves remain open so that

fluid can continue to be driven by the accumulator 316 through the motor/pump 330.

[0106] FIG. 5D is a schematic diagram of the energy storage and recovery system of FIG. 4

showing a physical state of the system 300 following the state of FIG. 5C, in which the

accumulator 316 of the first circuit continues to direct fluid to the fluid motor/pump 330 while

the accumulator 317 of the second circuit continues to receive exhausted fluid from the

motor/pump 330, as gas in its air chamber 341 is vented to atmosphere. As shown in FIG. 5D,

the operation continues, where the accumulator piston 136 drives additional fluid (arrow 800)

through the motor/pump 330 based upon the charge of gas pressure placed in the accumulator

air chamber 340 by the tanks 302. The fluid causes the opposing accumulator's piston 337 to

move (arrow 805), displacing air through the vent 310b.

[0107] FIG. 5E is a schematic diagram of the energy storage and recovery system of FIG. 4

showing a physical state of the system 300 following the state of FIG. 5D, in which the

accumulator 316 of the first circuit has nearly exhausted the fluid in its fluid chamber 338 and

the gas in its air chamber 340 has expanded to nearly mid-pressure from high-pressure. As



shown in FIG. 5E, the charge of gas in the air chamber 340 of the accumulator 316 has

continued to drive fluid (arrows 800, 801) through the motor/pump 330 while displacing air via

the air vent 310b. The gas has expanded from high-pressure to mid-pressure during this portion

of the energy recovery cycle. Consequently, the fluid has ranged from high to mid-pressure.

By sizing the accumulators appropriately, the rate of expansion can be controlled.

[0108] This is part of the significant parameter of heat transfer. For maximum efficiency,

the expansion should remain substantially isothermal. That is heat from the environment

replaces the heat lost by the expansion. In general, isothermal compression and expansion is

critical to maintaining high round-trip system efficiency, especially if the compressed gas is

stored for long periods. In various embodiments of the systems described herein, heat transfer

can occur through the walls of the accumulators and/or intensifiers, or heat-transfer

mechanisms can act upon the expanding or compressing gas to absorb or radiate heat from or to

an environmental or other source. The rate of this heat transfer is governed by the thermal

properties and characteristics of the accumulators/intensifiers, which can be used to determine a

thermal time constant. If the compression of the gas in the accumulators/intensifiers occurs

slowly relative to the thermal time constant, then heat generated by compression of the gas will

transfer through the accumulator/intensifier walls to the surroundings, and the gas will remain

at approximately constant temperature. Similarly, if expansion of the gas in the

accumulators/intensifiers occurs slowly relative to the thermal time constant, then the heat

absorbed by the expansion of the gas will transfer from the surroundings through the

accumulator/intensifier walls and to the gas, and the gas will remain at approximately constant

temperature. If the gas remains at a relatively constant temperature during both compression

and expansion, then the amount of heat energy transferred from the gas to the surroundings

during compression will equal the amount of heat energy recovered during expansion via heat

transfer from the surroundings to the gas. This property is represented by the Q and the arrow



in FIG. 4 . As noted, a variety of mechanisms can be employed to maintain an isothermal

expansion/compression. In one example, the accumulators can be submerged in a water bath or

water/fluid flow can be circulated around the accumulators and intensifiers. The accumulators

can alternatively be surrounded with heating/cooling coils or a flow of warm air can be blown

past the accumulators/intensifiers. However, any technique that allows for mass flow transfer

of heat to and from the accumulators can be employed. For a general explanation of the effects

of isothermal versus adiabatic compression and expansion and the advantages of systems and

methods in accordance with the invention (ESS), see FIGS. 15A-15W.

[0109] FIG. 5F is a schematic diagram of the energy storage and recovery system of FIG. 4,

showing a physical state of the system 300 following the state of FIG. 5E in which the

accumulator 316 of the first circuit has exhausted the fluid in its fluid chamber 338 and the gas

in its air chamber 340 has expanded to mid-pressure from high-pressure, and the valves have

been momentarily closed on both the first circuit and the second circuit, while the optional

accumulator 366 delivers fluid through the motor/pump 330 to maintain operation of the

electric motor/generator 332 between cycles. As shown in FIG. 5F, the piston 336 of the

accumulator 316 has driven all fluid out of the fluid chamber 338 as the gas in the air chamber

340 has fully expanded (to mid-pressure of 20 ATM, per the example). Fluid valves 329c and

328c are closed by the controller 350. In practice, the opening and closing of valves is

carefully timed so that a flow through the motor/pump 330 is maintained. However, in an

optional implementation, brief interruptions in fluid pressure can be accommodated by

pressurized fluid flow 710 from the optional accumulator (366 in FIG. 4), which is directed

through the motor/pump 330 to the second optional accumulator (367 in FIG. 4) at low-

pressure as an exhaust fluid flow 720. In one embodiment, the exhaust flow can be directed to

a simple low-pressure reservoir that is used to refill the first accumulator 366. Alternatively,

the exhaust flow can be directed to the second optional accumulator (367 in FIG. 4) at low-



pressure, which is subsequently pressurized by excess electricity (driving a compressor) or air

pressure from the storage tanks 302 when it is filled with fluid. Alternatively, where a larger

number of accumulator/intensifier circuits (e.g., three or more) are employed in parallel in the

system 300, their expansion cycles can be staggered so that only one circuit is closed off at a

time, allowing a substantially continuous flow from the other circuits.

[0110] FIG. 5G is a schematic diagram of the energy storage and recovery system of FIG. 4

showing a physical state of the system 300 following the state of FIG. 5F, in which pneumatic

valves 307b, 306a are opened to allow mid-pressure gas from the air chamber 340 of the first

circuit's accumulator 316 to flow into the air chamber 344 of the first circuit's intensifier 318,

while fluid from the first circuit's intensifier 318 is directed through the motor/pump 330 and

exhausted fluid fills the fluid chamber 347 of second circuit's intensifier 319, whose air

chamber 345 is vented to atmosphere. As shown in FIG. 5G, pneumatic valve 307b is opened,

while the tank outlet valve 307c remains closed. Thus, the volume of the air chamber 340 of

accumulator 316 is coupled to the air chamber 344 of the intensifier 318. The accumulator's air

pressure has been reduced to a mid-pressure level, well below the initial charge from the tanks

302. The air, thus, flows (arrow 810) through valve 307b to the air chamber 344 of the

intensifier 318. This drives the air piston 342a (arrow 830). Since the area of the air-

contacting piston 342a is larger than that of the piston 336 in the accumulator 316, the lower air

pressure still generates a substantially equivalent higher fluid pressure on the smaller-area,

coupled fluid piston 342b of the intensifier 318. The fluid in the fluid chamber 346 thereby

flows under pressure through opened fluid valve 329a (arrow 840) and into the inlet side 372 of

the motor/pump 330. The outlet fluid from the motor pump 330 is directed (arrow 850)

through now-opened fluid valve 328a to the opposing intensifier 319. The fluid enters the fluid

chamber 347 of the intensifier 319, biasing (arrow 860) the fluid piston 343b (and

interconnected gas piston 343a). Any gas in the air chamber 345 of the intensifier 319 is



vented through the now opened vent valve 306a to atmosphere via the vent 310b. The mid-

level gas pressure in the accumulator 316 is directed (arrow 820) to the intensifier 318, the

piston 342a of which drives fluid from the chamber 346 using the coupled, smaller-diameter

fluid piston 342b. This portion of the recovery stage maintains a reasonably high fluid

pressure, despite lower gas pressure, thereby ensuring that the motor/pump 330 continues to

operate within a predetermined range of fluid pressures, which is desirable to maintain optimal

operating efficiencies for the given motor. Notably, the multi-stage circuits of this embodiment

effectively restrict the operating pressure range of the hydraulic fluid delivered to the

motor/pump 330 above a predetermined level despite the wide range of pressures within the

expanding gas charge provided by the high-pressure tank.

[0111] FIG. 5H is a schematic diagram of the energy storage and recovery system of FIG. 4

showing a physical state of the system following the state of FIG. 5G, in which the intensifier

318 of the first circuit directs fluid to the fluid motor/pump 330 based upon mid-pressure gas

from the first circuit's accumulator 316 while the intensifier 319 of the second circuit receives

exhausted fluid from the motor/pump 330, as gas in its air chamber 345 is vented to

atmosphere. As shown in FIG. 5H, the gas in intensifier 318 continues to expand from mid-

pressure to low-pressure. Conversely, the size differential between coupled air and fluid

pistons 342a and 342b, respectively, causes the fluid pressure to vary between high and mid-

pressure. In this manner, motor/pump operating efficiency is maintained.

[0112] FIG. 51 is a schematic diagram of the energy storage and recovery system of FIG. 4

showing a physical state of the system following the state of FIG. 5H, in which the intensifier

318 of the first circuit has almost exhausted the fluid in its fluid chamber 346 and the gas in its

air chamber 344, delivered from the first circuit's accumulator 316, has expanded to nearly low-

pressure from the mid-pressure. As discussed with respect to FIG. 5H, the gas in intensifier

318 continues to expand from mid-pressure to low-pressure. Again, the size differential



between coupled air and fluid pistons 342a and 342b, respectively, causes the fluid pressure to

vary between high and mid-pressure to maintain motor/pump operating efficiency.

[0113] FIG. 5J is a schematic diagram of the energy storage and recovery system of FIG. 4

showing a physical state of the system 300 following the state of FIG. 51, in which the

intensifier 318 of the first circuit has essentially exhausted the fluid in its fluid chamber 346

and the gas in its air chamber 344, delivered from the first circuit's accumulator 316, has

expanded to low-pressure from the mid-pressure. As shown in FIG. 5J, the intensifier's piston

342 reaches full stroke, while the fluid is driven fully from high to mid-pressure in the fluid

chamber 346. Likewise, the opposing intensifier's fluid chamber 347 has filled with fluid from

the outlet side 374 of the motor/pump 330.

[0114] FIG. 5K is a schematic diagram of the energy storage and recovery system of FIG. 4

showing a physical state of the system following the state of FIG. 5J, in which the intensifier

318 of the first circuit has exhausted the fluid in its fluid chamber 346 and the gas in its air

chamber 344 has expanded to low-pressure, and the valves have been momentarily closed on

both the first circuit and the second circuit in preparation of switching-over to an expansion

cycle in the second circuit, whose accumulator and intensifier fluid chambers 339, 347 are now

filled with fluid. At this time, the optional accumulator 366 can deliver fluid through the

motor/pump 330 to maintain operation of the motor/generator 332 between cycles. As shown

in FIG. 5K, pneumatic valve 307b, located between the accumulator 316 and the intensifier 318

of the circuit 362, is closed. At this point in the above-described portion of the recovery stage,

the gas charge initiated in FIG. 5A has been fully expanded through two stages with relatively

gradual, isothermal expansion characteristics, while the motor/pump 330 has received fluid

flow within a desirable operating pressure range. Along with pneumatic valve 307b, the fluid

valves 329a and 328a (and outlet gas valve 307a) are momentarily closed. The above-

described optional accumulator 366, and/or other interconnected pneumatic/hydraulic



accumulator/intensifier circuits can maintain predetermined fluid flow through the motor/pump

330 while the valves of the subject circuits 360, 362 are momentarily closed. At this time, the

optional accumulators and reservoirs 366, 367, as shown in FIG. 4, can provide a continuing

flow 710 of pressure through the motor/pump 330, and into the reservoir or low-pressure

accumulator (exhaust fluid flow 720). The full range of pressure in the previous gas charge

being utilized by the system 300.

[0115] FIG. 5L is a schematic diagram of the energy storage and recovery system of FIG. 4

showing a physical state of the system following the state of FIG. 5K, in which the accumulator

317 of the second circuit is filled with high-pressure gas from the high-pressure tanks 302 as

part of the switch-over to the second circuit as an expansion circuit, while the first circuit

receives exhausted fluid and is vented to atmosphere while the optional accumulator 366

delivers fluid through the motor/pump 330 to maintain operation of the motor/generator

between cycles. As shown in FIG. 5L, the cycle continues with a new charge of high-pressure

(slightly lower) gas from the tanks 302 delivered to the opposing accumulator 317. As shown,

pneumatic valve 306c is now opened by the controller 350, allowing a charge of relatively

high-pressure gas to flow (arrow 1310) into the air chamber 341 of the accumulator 317, which

builds a corresponding high-pressure charge in the air chamber 341.

[0116] FIG. 5M is a schematic diagram of the energy storage and recovery system of FIG.

4 showing a physical state of the system following the state of FIG. 5L, in which valves are

opened to allow fluid to flow from the accumulator 317 of the second circuit to the fluid

motor/pump 330 to generate electricity therefrom, while the first circuit's accumulator 316,

whose air chamber 340 is vented to atmosphere, receives exhausted fluid from the motor/pump

330. As shown in FIG. 5M, the pneumatic valve 306c is closed and the fluid valves 328d and

329d are opened on the fluid side of the circuits 360, 362, thereby allowing the accumulator

piston 337 to move (arrow 1410) under pressure of the charged air chamber 341. This directs



fluid under high pressure through the inlet side 372 of the motor/pump 330 (arrow 1420), and

then through the outlet 374. The exhausted fluid is directed (arrow 1430) now to the fluid

chamber 338 of accumulator 316. Pneumatic valves 307a and 307b have been opened,

allowing the low-pressure air in the air chamber 340 of the accumulator 316 to vent (arrow

1450) to atmosphere via vent 310a. In this manner, the piston 336 of the accumulator 316 can

move (arrow 1460) without resistance to accommodate the fluid from the motor/pump outlet

374.

[0117] FIG. 5N is a schematic diagram of the energy storage and recovery system of FIG. 4

showing a physical state of the system following the state of FIG. 5M, in which the

accumulator 317 of the second circuit 362 continues to direct fluid to the fluid motor/pump 330

while the accumulator 316 of the first circuit continues to receive exhausted fluid from the

motor/pump 330, as gas in its air chamber 340 is vented to atmosphere, the cycle eventually

directing mid-pressure air to the second circuit's intensifier 319 to drain the fluid therein. As

shown in FIG. 5N, the high-pressure gas charge in the accumulator 317 expands more fully

within the air chamber 341 (arrow 1410). Eventually, the charge in the air chamber 341 is fully

expanded. The mid-pressure charge in the air chamber 341 is then coupled via open pneumatic

valve 306b to the intensifier 319, which fills the opposing intensifier 318 with spent fluid from

the outlet 374. The process repeats until a given amount of energy is recovered or the pressure

in the tanks 302 drops below a predetermined level.

[0118] It should be clear that the system 300, as described with respect to FIGS 4 and 5A-

5N, could be run in reverse to compress gas in the tanks 302 by powering the electric

generator/motor 332 to drive the motor/pump 330 in pump mode. In this case, the above-

described process occurs in reverse order, with driven fluid causing compression within both

stages of the air system in turn. That is, air is first compressed to a mid-pressure after being

drawn into the intensifier from the environment. This mid-pressure air is then directed to the



air chamber of the accumulator, where fluid then forces it to be compressed to high pressure.

The high-pressure air is then forced into the tanks 302. Both this compression/energy storage

stage and the above-described expansion/energy recovery stages are discussed with reference to

the general system state diagram shown in FIG. 6 .

[0119] Note that in the above-described systems 100, 300 (one or more stages), the

compression and expansion cycle is predicated upon the presence of gas in the storage tanks

302 that is currently at a pressure above the mid-pressure level (e.g. above 20 ATM). For

system 300, for example, when the prevailing pressure in the storage tanks 302 falls below the

mid-pressure level (based, for example, upon levels sensed by tank sensors 312, 314), then the

valves can be configured by the controller to employ only the intensifier for compression and

expansion. That is, lower gas pressures are accommodated using the larger-area gas pistons on

the intensifiers, while higher pressures employ the smaller-area gas pistons of the accumulators,

316, 317.

[0120] Before discussing the state diagram, it should be noted that one advantage of the

described systems according to this invention is that, unlike various prior art systems, this

system can be implemented using generally commercially available components. In the

example of a system having a power output of 10 to 500 kW, for example, high-pressure

storage tanks can be implemented using standard steel or composite cylindrical pressure vessels

(e.g. Compressed Natural Gas 5500-psi steel cylinders). The accumulators can be implemented

using standard steel or composite pressure cylinders with moveable pistons (e.g., a four-inch-

inner-diameter piston accumulator). Intensifiers (pressure boosters/multipliers) having

characteristics similar to the exemplary accumulator can be implemented (e.g. a fourteen-inch

booster diameter and four-inch bore diameter single-acting pressure booster available from

Parker-Hannifin of Cleveland, OH). A fluid motor/pump can be a standard high-efficiency

axial piston, radial piston, or gear-based hydraulic motor/pump, and the associated electrical



generator is also available commercially from a variety of industrial suppliers. Valves, lines,

and fittings are commercially available with the specified characteristics as well.

[0121] Having discussed the exemplary sequence of physical steps in various embodiments

of the system, the following is a more general discussion of operating states for the system 300

in both the expansion/energy recovery mode and the compression/energy storage mode.

Reference is now made to FIG. 6 .

[0122] In particular, FIG. 6 details a generalized state diagram 600 that can be employed by

the control application 353 to operate the system's valves and motor/generator based upon the

direction of the energy cycle (recovery/expansion or storage/compression) based upon the

reported states of the various pressure, temperature, piston-position, and/or flow sensors. Base

State 1 (610) is a state of the system in which all valves are closed and the system is neither

compressing nor expanding gas. A first accumulator and intensifier (e.g., 316, 318) are filled

with the maximum volume of hydraulic fluid and second accumulator and intensifier l(e.g.,

317, 319) are filled with the maximum volume of air, which may or may not be at a pressure

greater than atmospheric. The physical system state corresponding to Base State 1 is shown in

FIG. 5A. Conversely, Base State 2 (620) of FIG. 6 is a state of the system in which all valves

are closed and the system is neither compressing nor expanding gas. The second accumulator

and intensifier are filled with the maximum volume of hydraulic fluid and the first accumulator

and intensifier are filled with the maximum volume of air, which may or may not be at a

pressure greater than atmospheric. The physical system state corresponding to Base State 2 is

shown in FIG. 5K.

[0123] As shown further in the diagram of FIG. 6, Base State 1 and Base State 2 each link

to a state termed Single Stage Compression 630. This general state represents a series of states

of the system in which gas is compressed to store energy, and which occurs when the pressure

in the storage tanks 302 is less than the mid-pressure level. Gas is admitted (from the



environment, for example) into the intensifier (318 or 319-depending upon the current base

state), and is then pressurized by driving hydraulic fluid into that intensifier. When the

pressure of the gas in the intensifier reaches the pressure in the storage tanks 302, the gas is

admitted into the storage tanks 302. This process repeats for the other intensifier, and the

system returns to the original base state (610 or 620).

[0124] The Two Stage Compression 632 shown in FIG. 6 represents a series of states of the

system in which gas is compressed in two stages to store energy, and which occurs when the

pressure in the storage tanks 302 is greater than the mid-pressure level. The first stage of

compression occurs in an intensifier (318 or 319) in which gas is pressurized to mid-pressure

after being admitted at approximately atmospheric (from the environment, for example). The

second stage of compression occurs in accumulator (316 or 317) in which gas is compressed to

the pressure in the storage tanks 302 and then allowed to flow into the storage tanks 302.

Following two stage compression, the system returns to the other base state from the current

base state, as symbolized on the diagram by the crossing-over process arrows 634.

[0125] The Single State Expansion 640, as shown in FIG. 6, represents a series of states of

the system in which gas is expanded to recover stored energy and which occurs when the

pressure in the storage tanks 302 is less than the mid-pressure level. An amount of gas from

storage tanks 302 is allowed to flow directly into an intensifier (318 or 319). This gas then

expands in the intensifier, forcing hydraulic fluid through the hydraulic motor/pump 330 and

into the second intensifier, where the exhausted fluid moves the piston with the gas-side open

to atmospheric (or another low-pressure environment). The Single Stage Expansion process is

then repeated for the second intensifier, after which the system returns to the original base state

(610 or 620).



[0126] Likewise, the Two Stage Expansion 642, as shown in FIG. 6, represents a series of

states of the system in which gas is expanded in two stages to recover stored energy and which

occurs when pressure in the storage tanks is greater than the mid-pressure level. An amount of

gas from storage tanks 302 is allowed into an accumulator (316 or 317), wherein the gas

expands to mid-pressure, forcing hydraulic fluid through the hydraulic motor/pump 330 and

into the second accumulator. The gas is then allowed into the corresponding intensifier (318 or

319), wherein the gas expands to near-atmospheric pressure, forcing hydraulic fluid through the

hydraulic motor/pump 330 and into the second intensifier. The series of states comprising two-

stage expansion are shown in the above-described FIGS. 5A-5N. Following two-stage

expansion, the system returns to the other base state (610 or 620) as symbolized by the crossing

process arrows 644.

[0127] It should be clear that the above-described system for storing and recovering energy

is highly efficient in that it allows for gradual expansion of gas over a period that helps to

maintain isothermal characteristics. The system particularly deals with the large expansion and

compression of gas between high-pressure to near atmospheric (and the concomitant thermal

transfer) by providing this compression/expansion in two or more separate stages that allow for

more gradual heat transfer through the system components. Thus little or no outside energy is

required to run the system (heating gas, etc.), rendering the system more environmentally

friendly, capable of being implemented with commercially available components, and scalable

to meet a variety of energy storage/recovery needs.

[0128] FIGS. 7A-7F depict the major systems of an alternative system/method of

expansion/compression cycling an open-air staged hydraulic-pneumatic system, where the

system 400 includes at least three accumulators 416a, 416b, 416c, at least one intensifier 418,

and two motors/pumps 430a, 430b. The compressed gas storage tanks, valves, sensors, etc. are

not shown for clarity. FIGS. 7A-7F illustrate the operation of the accumulators 416, intensifier



418, and the motors/pumps 430 during various stages of expansion (101-106). The system 400

returns to stage 101 after stage 106 is complete.

[0129] As shown in the figures, the designations D, F, AI, and F2 refer to whether the

accumulator or intensifier is driving (D) or filling (F), with the additional labels for the

accumulators where AI refers to accumulator to intensifier - the accumulator air side attached

to and driving the intensifier air side, and F2 refers to filling at twice the rate of the standard

filling.

[0130] As shown in FIG 7A the layout consists of three equally sized hydraulic-pneumatic

accumulators 416a, 416b, 416c, one intensifier 418 having a hydraulic fluid side 446 with a

capacity of about 1/3 of the accumulator capacity, and two hydraulic motor/pumps 430a, 430b.

[0131] FIG. 7A represents stage or time instance 101, where accumulator 416a is being

driven with high pressure gas from a pressure vessel. After a specific amount of compressed

gas is admitted (based on the current vessel pressure), a valve will be closed, disconnecting the

pressure vessel and the high pressure gas will continue to expand in accumulator 416a as

shown in FIGS. 7B and 7C (i.e., stages 102 and 103). Accumulator 416b is empty of hydraulic

fluid and its air chamber 440b is unpressurized and being vented to the atmosphere. The

expansion of the gas in accumulator 416a drives the hydraulic fluid out of the accumulator,

thereby driving the hydraulic motor 430a, with the output of the motor 430 refilling

accumulator 416b with hydraulic fluid. At the time point shown in 101, accumulator 416c is at

a state where gas has already been expanding for two units of time and is continuing to drive

motor 430b while filling intensifier 418. Intensifier 418, similar to accumulator 416b, is empty

of hydraulic fluid and its air chamber 444 is unpressurized and being vented to the atmosphere.

[0132] Continuing to time instance 102, as shown in FIG. 7B, the air chamber 440a of

accumulator 416a continues to expand, thereby forcing fluid out of the fluid chamber 438a and

driving motor/pump 430a and filling accumulator 416b. Accumulator 416c is now empty of



hydraulic fluid, but remains at mid-pressure. The air chamber 440c of accumulator 416c is

now connected to the air chamber 444 of intensifier 418. Intensifier 418 is now full of

hydraulic fluid and the mid-pressure gas in accumulator 416c drives the intensifier 418, which

provides intensification of the mid-pressure gas to high pressure hydraulic fluid. The high

pressure hydraulic fluid drives motor/pump 430b with the output of motor/pump 430b also

connected to and filling accumulator 416b through appropriate valving. Thus, accumulator

416b is filled at twice the normal rate when a single expanding hydraulic pneumatic device

(accumulator or intensifier) is providing the fluid for filling.

[0133] At time instance 103, as shown in FIG. 7C, the system 400 has returned to a state

similar to stage 101, but with different accumulators at equivalent stages. Accumulator 416b is

now full of hydraulic fluid and is being driven with high pressure gas from a pressure vessel.

After a specific amount of compressed gas is admitted (based on the current vessel pressure), a

valve will be closed, disconnecting the pressure vessel. The high pressure gas will continue to

expand in accumulator 416b as shown in stages 104 and 105. Accumulator 416c is empty of

hydraulic fluid and the air chamber 440c is unpressurized and being vented to the atmosphere.

The expansion of the gas in accumulator 416b drives the hydraulic fluid out of the accumulator,

driving the hydraulic motor motor/pump 430b, with the output of the motor refilling

accumulator 416c with hydraulic fluid via appropriate valving. At the time point shown in 103,

accumulator 416a is at a state where gas has already been expanding for two units of time and

is continuing to drive motor/pump 430a while now filling intensifier 418. Intensifier 418,

similar to accumulator 416c, is again empty of hydraulic fluid and the air chamber 444 is

unpressurized and being vented to the atmosphere.

[0134] Continuing to time instance 104, as shown in FIG. 7D, the air chamber 440b of

accumulator 416b continues to expand, thereby forcing fluid out of the fluid chamber 438b and

driving motor/pump 430a and filling accumulator 416c. Accumulator 416a is now empty of



hydraulic fluid, but remains at mid-pressure. The air chamber 440a of accumulator 416a is

now connected to the air chamber 444 of intensifier 418. Intensifier 418 is now full of

hydraulic fluid and the mid-pressure gas in accumulator 416a drives the intensifier 418, which

provides intensification of the mid-pressure gas to high pressure hydraulic fluid. The high

pressure hydraulic fluid drives motor/pump 430b with the output of motor/pump 430b also

connected to and filling accumulator 416c through appropriate valving. Thus, accumulator

416c is filled at twice the normal rate when a single expanding hydraulic pneumatic device

(accumulator or intensifier) is providing the fluid for filling.

[0135] At time instance 105, as shown in FIG. 7E, the system 400 has returned to a state

similar to stage 103, but with different accumulators at equivalent stages. Accumulator 416c is

now full of hydraulic fluid and is being driven with high pressure gas from a pressure vessel.

After a specific amount of compressed gas is admitted (based on the current vessel pressure), a

valve will be closed, disconnecting the pressure vessel. The high pressure gas will continue to

expand in accumulator 416c. Accumulator 416a is empty of hydraulic fluid and the air

chamber 440a is unpressurized and being vented to the atmosphere. The expansion of the gas

in accumulator 416c drives the hydraulic fluid out of the accumulator, driving the hydraulic

motor motor/pump 430b, with the output of the motor refilling intensifier 418 with hydraulic

fluid via appropriate valving. At the time point shown in 105, accumulator 416b is at a state

where gas has already been expanding for two units of time and is continuing to drive

motor/pump 430a while filling accumulator 416a with hydraulic fluid via appropriate valving.

Intensifier 418, similar to accumulator 416a, is again empty of hydraulic fluid and the air

chamber 444 is unpressurized and being vented to the atmosphere.



[0136] Continuing to time instance 106, as shown in FIG. 7F, the air chamber 440c of

accumulator 416c continues to expand, thereby forcing fluid out of the fluid chamber 438c and

driving motor/pump 430b and filling accumulator 416a. Accumulator 416b is now empty of

hydraulic fluid, but remains at mid-pressure. The air chamber 440b of accumulator 416b is

now connected to the air chamber 444 of intensifier 418. Intensifier 418 is now full of

hydraulic fluid and the mid-pressure gas in accumulator 416b drives the intensifier 418, which

provides intensification of the mid-pressure gas to high pressure hydraulic fluid. The high

pressure hydraulic fluid drives motor/pump 430a with the output of motor/pump 430a also

connected to and filling accumulator 416a through appropriate valving. Thus, accumulator

416a is filled at twice the normal rate when a single expanding hydraulic pneumatic device

(accumulator or intensifier) is providing the fluid for filling. Following the states shown in

106, the system returns to the states shown in 101 and the cycle continues.

[0137] FIG.8 is a table illustrating the expansion scheme described above and illustrated in

FIGS. 7A-7F for a three accumulator, one intensifier system. It should be noted that

throughout the cycle, two hydraulic-pneumatic devices (two accumulators or one intensifier

plus one accumulator) are always expanding and the two motors are always being driven, but at

different points in the expansion, such that the overall power remains relatively constant.

[0138] FIG. 9 is a graph illustrating the power versus time profile for the expansion scheme

described above and illustrated in FIGS.7A-7F for a three accumulator-one intensifier system.

The power outputs for accumulator 416a, accumulator 416b, accumulator 416c, and intensifier

418 are represented as linear responses that decrease as the pressure in each device decreases.

While this is a relative representation and depends greatly on the actual components and

expansion scheme used, the general trend is shown. As shown in FIG. 9, the staging of the

expansion allows for a relatively constant power output and an efficient use of resources.



[0139] FIG. 10 is a table illustrating an expansion scheme for a four accumulator-two

intensifier system. It should be noted that throughout the cycle, at a minimum three hydraulic-

pneumatic devices (at least two accumulators and one intensifier) are always expanding, but

each starts at different time instances, such that the overall power is high and remains relatively

constant.

[0140] This alternative system for expansion improves the power output by approximately

two times over the systems for expansion described above. The system, while essentially

doubling the power output over the alternative systems, only does so for system pressures

above the mid-pressure. Thus, the three accumulators-one intensifier scheme reduces the

system depth of discharge from nearly atmospheric (e.g., for the two accumulator two

intensifier scheme) to the mid-pressure, reducing the system energy density by approximately

10%.

[0141] FIGS. 11 and 12 are schematic and pictorial representations, respectively, of one

exemplary embodiment of a compressed gas-based energy storage system using a staged

hydraulic-pneumatic energy conversion system that can provide approximately 5kW of power.

The system 200 is similar to those described with respect to FIGS. 1 and 4, with different

control valve arrangements. The operation of the system is also substantially similar to the

system 300 described in FIGS. 4-6.

[0142] As shown in FIGS. 11 and 12, the system 200 includes five high-pressure gas/air

storage tanks 202a-202e. Tanks 202a and 202b and tanks 202c and 202d are joined in parallel

via manual valves 204a, 204b and 204c, 204d, respectively. Tank 202e also includes a manual

shut-off valve 204e. The tanks 202 are joined to a main air line 208 via automatically

controlled pneumatic two-way (i.e., shut-off) valves 206a, 206b, 206c to a main air line 308.

The tank output lines include pressure sensors 212a, 212b, 212c. The lines/tanks 202 could

also include temperature sensors. The various sensors can be monitored by a system controller



220 via appropriate connections, as described hereinabove. The main air line 208 is coupled to

a pair of multi-stage (two stages in this example) accumulator circuits via automatically

controlled pneumatic shut-off valves 207a, 207b. These valves 207a, 207b are coupled to

respective accumulators 216 and 217. The air chambers 240, 241 of the accumulators 216, 217

are connected, via automatically controlled pneumatic shut-offs 207c, 207d, to the air chambers

244, 245 of the intensifiers 218, 219. Pneumatic shut-off valves 207e, 207f are also coupled to

the air line connecting the respective accumulator and intensifier air chambers and to a

respective atmospheric air vent 210a, 210b. This arrangement allows for air from the various

tanks 202 to be selectively directed to either accumulator air chamber 244, 245. In addition,

the various air lines and air chambers can include pressure and temperature sensors 222 224

that deliver sensor telemetry to the controller 220.

[0143] The air chamber 240, 241 of each accumulator 216, 217 is enclosed by a movable

piston 236, 237 having an appropriate sealing system using sealing rings and other components

that are known to those of ordinary skill in the art. The piston 236, 237 moves along the

accumulator housing in response to pressure differentials between the air chamber 240, 241 and

an opposing fluid chamber 238, 239, respectively, on the opposite side of the accumulator

housing. Likewise, the air chambers 244, 245 of the respective intensifiers 218, 219 are also

enclosed by a moving piston assembly 242, 243. However, as previously discussed, the piston

assembly 242, 243 includes an air piston 242a, 243a connected by a shaft, rod, or other

coupling to a respective fluid piston, 242b, 243b that move in conjunction. The differences

between the piston diameters allows a lower air pressure acting upon the air piston to generate a

similar pressure on the associated fluid chamber as the higher air pressure acting on the

accumulator piston. In this manner, and as previously described, the system allows for at least

two stages of pressure to be employed to generate similar levels of fluid pressure.



[0144] The accumulator fluid chambers 238, 239 are interconnected to a hydraulic

motor/pump arrangement 230 via a hydraulic valve 228a. The hydraulic motor/pump

arrangement 230 includes a first port 231 and a second port 233. The arrangement 230 also

includes several optional valves, including a normally open shut-off valve 225, a pressure relief

valve 227, and three check valves 229 that can further control the operation of the motor/pump

arrangement 230. For example, check valves 229a, 229b, direct fluid flow from the

motor/pump's leak port to the port 231, 233 at a lower pressure. In addition, valves 225, 229c

prevent the motor/pump from coming to a hard stop during an expansion cycle.

[0145] The hydraulic valve 228a is shown as a 3-position, 4-way directional valve that is

electrically actuated and spring returned to a center closed position, where no flow through the

valve 228a is possible in the unactuated state. The directional valve 228a controls the fluid

flow from the accumulator fluid chambers 238, 239 to either the first port 231 or the second

port 233 of the motor/pump arrangement 230. This arrangement allows fluid from either

accumulator fluid chamber 238, 239 to drive the motor/pump 230 clockwise or counter-

clockwise via a single valve.

[0146] The intensifier fluid chambers 246, 247 are also interconnected to the hydraulic

motor/pump arrangement 230 via a hydraulic valve 228b. The hydraulic valve 228b is also a 3-

position, 4-way directional valve that is electrically actuated and spring returned to a center

closed position, where no flow through the valve 228b is possible in the unactuated state. The

directional valve 228b controls the fluid flow from the intensifier fluid chambers 246, 247 to

either the first port 231 or the second port 233 of the motor/pump arrangement 230. This

arrangement allows fluid from either intensifier fluid chamber 246, 247 to drive the

motor/pump 230 clockwise or counter-clockwise via a single valve.



[0147] The motor/pump 230 can be coupled to an electrical generator/motor and that

drives, and is driven by the motor/pump 230. As discussed with respect to the previously

described embodiments, the generator/motor assembly can be interconnected with a power

distribution system and can be monitored for status and output/input level by the controller 220.

[0148] In addition, the fluid lines and fluid chambers can include pressure, temperature, or

flow sensors and/or indicators 222 224 that deliver sensor telemetry to the controller 220 and/or

provide visual indication of an operational state. In addition, the pistons 236, 237, 242a, 243a

can include position sensors 248 that report their present position to the controller 220. The

position of the piston can be used to determine relative pressure and flow of both gas and fluid.

[0149] As shown in FIG. 12, the system 200 includes a frame or supporting structure 201

that can be used for mounting and/or housing the various components. The high pressure gas

storage 202 includes five 10 gallon pressure vessels (for example, standard 3000 psi laboratory

compressed air cylinders). The power conversion system includes two 1.5 gallon accumulators

216, 217 (for example, 3,000 psi, 4" bore, 22" stroke, as available from Parker-Hannifin,

Cleveland, OH) and two 15 gallon intensifiers 218, 219 (for example, air side: 250 psi, 14"

bore, 22" stroke; hydraulic side: 3000 psi, 4" bore, 22" stroke, as available from Parker-

Hannifin, Cleveland, OH). The various sensors can be, for example, transducers and/or analog

gauges as available from, for example, Omega Engineering, Inc., Stamford, CT for pressure,

Nanmac Corporation, Framingham, MA for temperature, Temposonic, MTS Sensors, Cary, NC

for position, CR Magnetics, 53 10-50, St. Louis, MO for voltage, and LEM, Hass 200,

Switzerland for current.

[0150] The various valves and valve controls to automate the system will be sized and

selected to suit a particular application and can be obtained from Parker-Hannifin, Cleveland,

OH. The hydraulic motor/pump 230 can be a lOcc/rev, F l 1-10, axial piston pump, as available

from Parker-Hannifin. The electric generator/motor can be a nominal 24 Volt, 400 Amp high



efficiency brushless SolidSlot 24 DC motor with a NPS6000 buck boost regulator, as available

from Ecycle, Inc., Temple, PA. The controller 220 can include an USB data acquisition block

(available from Omega Instruments) used with a standard PC running software created using

the LabVIEW® software (as available from National Instruments Corporation, Austin TX) and

via closed loop control of pneumatically actuated valves (available from Parker-Hannifin)

driven by 100 psi air that allow 50 millisecond response times to be achieved.

[0151] FIGS. 13A and 13B are graphical representations of the pressures in the various

components through 13 energy storage (i.e., compression) cycles (FIG. 13A) and eight energy

recovery (i.e., expansion) cycles (FIG. 13B). The accumulators' pressures are shown in solid

lines (light and dark solid lines to differentiate between the two accumulators), intensifiers'

pressures are shown in dashed lines (light and dark dashed lines to differentiate between the

two intensifiers), and the compressed gas storage tank pressures are shown in dotted lines. In

the graphs, the accumulators and intensifiers are identified as Al, A2 and II, 12, respectively, to

identify the first accumulator/intensifier cycled and the second accumulator/intensifier cycled.

The graphs represent the pressures as they exist in the accumulators and intensifiers as the

pressure in the storage tank increases and decreases, corresponding to compression and

expansion cycles. The basic operation of the system is described with respect to FIGS. 4-6.

Generally, a full expansion cycle, as shown in FIG. 13B, consists of air admitted from a high

pressure gas bottle and expanded from high pressure to mid pressure in one accumulator and

from mid-pressure to atmospheric pressure in an intensifier, followed by an expansion in a

second accumulator and intensifier which returns the system to its original state. Generally,

over the course of the compression phase, the pressure and energy stored in the tanks increases,

and likewise during expansion decreases, as indicated in the graphs.



[0152] FIGS. 14A and 14B are graphical representations of the corresponding pneumatic

and hydraulic pressures in the various components of the system 200 of FIG. 11 through four

energy recovery (i.e., expansion) cycles. The accumulators' pressures are shown in solid lines

(light and dark solid lines to differentiate between the two accumulators), intensifiers' pressures

are shown in dashed lines (light and dark dashed lines to differentiate between the two

intensifiers), and the compressed gas storage tank pressures are shown in dotted lines.

[0153] The graph of FIG. 14A represents the gas pressures of the accumulators 216, 217,

the intensifiers 218, 219, and the tank 202 during expansion. The graph of FIG. 14B represents

the corresponding hydraulic pressures of the accumulators 216, 217 and the intensifiers 218,

219 during the same expansion cycles. As can be seen in the graphs, the intensification stage

keeps the hydraulic pressures high even when the gas pressures drop towards atmospheric.

[0154] The foregoing has been a detailed description of various embodiments of the

invention. Various modifications and additions can be made without departing from the spirit

and scope if the invention. Each of the various embodiments described above may be

combined with other described embodiments in order to provide multiple features.

Furthermore, while the foregoing describes a number of separate embodiments of the apparatus

and method of the present invention, what has been described herein is merely illustrative of

the application of the principles of the present invention. For example, the size, performance

characteristics and number of components used to implement the system is highly variable.

While two stages of expansion and compression are employed in one embodiment, in

alternative embodiments, additional stages of intensifiers, with a larger area differential

between gas and fluid pistons can be employed. Likewise, the surface area of the gas piston

and fluid piston within an accumulator need not be the same. In any case, the intensifier

provides a larger air piston surface area versus fluid piston area than the area differential of the

accumulator's air and fluid pistons. Additionally, while the working gas is air herein, it is



contemplated that high and low-pressure reservoirs of a different gas can be employed in

alternative embodiments to improve heat-transfer or other system characteristics. Moreover,

while piston components are used to transmit energy between the fluid and gas in both

accumulators and intensifiers, it is contemplated that any separating boundary that prevents

mixing of the media (fluid and gas), and that transmits mechanical energy therebetween based

upon relative pressures can be substituted. Hence, the term "piston" can be taken broadly to

include such energy transmitting boundaries. Accordingly, the described embodiments are to

be considered in all respects as only illustrative and not restrictive.

[0155] What is claimed is:



CLAIMS

1. A compressed gas-based energy storage system comprising a staged hydraulic-

pneumatic energy conversion system comprising:

a compressed gas storage system;

an accumulator having a hydraulic side and a pneumatic side separated by an

accumulator boundary mechanism, the accumulator being configured to transfer mechanical

energy from the pneumatic side to the hydraulic side at a first pressure ratio;

an intensifier having a hydraulic side and a pneumatic side separated by an intensifier

boundary mechanism, the intensifier being configured to transfer mechanical energy from the

pneumatic side to the hydraulic side at a second pressure ratio greater than the first pressure

ratio; and

a control system for operating the compressed gas storage system, the accumulator, the

intensifier in a staged manner to provide a predetermined pressure profile at at least one outlet.

2 . The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 1, further comprising a

control valve arrangement, responsive to the control system, for interconnecting the

compressed gas storage system, the accumulator, the intensifier, and the at least one outlet.

3 . The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 1, wherein the control valve

arrangement comprises:

a first arrangement providing controllable fluid communication between the

accumulator pneumatic side and the compressed gas storage system;

a second arrangement providing controllable fluid communication between the

accumulator pneumatic side and the intensifier pneumatic side;

a third arrangement providing controllable fluid communication between the

accumulator hydraulic side and the at least one outlet; and

a fourth arrangement providing controllable fluid communication between the

intensifier hydraulic side and the at least one outlet.

4 . The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 1, wherein the staged

hydraulic-pneumatic energy conversion system further comprises a second intensifier having a

hydraulic side and a pneumatic side separated by a second intensifier boundary mechanism, the



second intensifier being configured to transfer mechanical energy from the pneumatic side to

the hydraulic side at a third pressure ratio greater than the second pressure ratio.

5 . The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 1, wherein the staged

hydraulic-pneumatic energy conversion system further comprises a second accumulator having

a hydraulic side and a pneumatic side separated by a second accumulator boundary mechanism,

the accumulator being configured to transfer mechanical energy from the pneumatic side to the

hydraulic side at the first pressure ratio, wherein the second accumulator is connected in

parallel with the first accumulator.

6 . The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 1, wherein the staged

hydraulic-pneumatic energy conversion system further comprises a hydraulic motor/pump

having an input side in fluid communication with the at least one outlet and having an output

side in fluid communication with at least one inlet in fluid communication with the control

valve arrangement.

7 . The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 1, wherein the staged

hydraulic-pneumatic energy conversion system further comprises an electric generator/motor

mechanically coupled to the hydraulic motor/pump.

8. The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 1, wherein the control

system comprises a sensor system that monitors at least one of (a) a fluid state related to the

accumulator pneumatic side, the intensifier pneumatic side, the accumulator hydraulic side and

the intensifier hydraulic side (b) a flow in hydraulic fluid, or (c) a position of the accumulator

boundary mechanism and intensifier boundary mechanism.

9 . The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 1, wherein the control valve

arrangement allows gas from the compressed gas storage system to expand first within the

accumulator pneumatic side and then from the accumulator pneumatic side into the intensifier

pneumatic side in a staged manner.

10. The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 9, wherein the gas expansion

occurs substantially isothermally.



11. The compressed-gas based energy storage system of claim 10, wherein the substantially

isothermal gas expansion is free of an application of an external heating source other than

thermal exchange with the system's surroundings.

12. The compressed-gas based energy storage system of claim 10, wherein the system is

configured to provide substantially isothermal gas expansion via heat transfer from outside the

accumulator and the intensifier therethrough, and to the gas within the accumulator pneumatic

side and the intensifier pneumatic side.

13. The compressed-gas based energy storage system of claim 1, wherein the compressed

gas storage system comprises at least one pressurized gas vessel.

14. The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 6, wherein the control

system opens and closes each of the control valve arrangements so that, when gas expands in

the accumulator pneumatic side, the intensifier pneumatic side is vented by the gas vent to low

pressure whereby fluid is driven from the accumulator hydraulic side by the expanding gas

through the motor/pump, and into the intensifier hydraulic side.

15. The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 6, wherein the control

system opens and closes each of the control valve arrangements so that, when gas expands in

the intensifier pneumatic side, fluid is driven from the intensifier hydraulic side by the

expanding gas through the motor/pump, and into the accumulator hydraulic side and the

accumulator pneumatic side is in fluid communication with the intensifier pneumatic side.

16. A compressed gas-based energy storage system comprising a staged hydraulic-

pneumatic energy conversion system comprising:

a compressed gas storage system;

at least one accumulator having an accumulator pneumatic side and an accumulator

hydraulic side, the accumulator pneumatic side and the accumulator hydraulic side being

separated by an accumulator boundary mechanism that transfers mechanical energy

therebetween, wherein the accumulator pneumatic side is in fluid communication with the

compressed gas storage system via a first control valve arrangement;

at least one intensifier having an intensifier pneumatic side and an intensifier hydraulic



side, the intensifier pneumatic side and the intensifier hydraulic side being separated by an

intensifier boundary mechanism that transfers mechanical energy therebetween, wherein the

intensifier pneumatic side is in fluid communication with the accumulator pneumatic side and a

gas vent via a second control valve arrangement;

a hydraulic motor/pump having an input side in fluid communication via a third control

valve arrangement with the accumulator hydraulic side and the intensifier hydraulic side, and

having an output side in fluid communication via a fourth control valve arrangement with the

accumulator hydraulic side and the intensifier hydraulic side;

an electric generator/motor mechanically coupled to the hydraulic motor/pump; and

a control system for actuating the control valve arrangements in a staged manner to

provide a predetermined pressure profile to the hydraulic motor input side.

17. The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 16, wherein the control

system further comprises a sensor system that monitors at least one of (a) a fluid state related to

the accumulator pneumatic side, the intensifier pneumatic side, the accumulator hydraulic side

and the intensifier hydraulic side (b) a flow in hydraulic fluid, or (c) a position of the

accumulator boundary mechanism and intensifier boundary mechanism.

18. The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 17, wherein the control

system operates at least one of the control valve arrangements, the hydraulic motor/pump, and

the electric generator/motor in response to the sensed data.

19. The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 16, wherein the at least one

accumulator transfers mechanical energy at a first pressure ratio and the at least one intensifier

transfers mechanical energy at a second pressure ratio greater than the first pressure ratio.

20. The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 16, wherein the staged

hydraulic-pneumatic energy conversion system further comprises:

a second accumulator having a second accumulator pneumatic side and a second

accumulator hydraulic side, the second accumulator pneumatic side and the second

accumulator hydraulic side being separated by a second accumulator boundary mechanism that

transfers mechanical energy therebetween, wherein each accumulator pneumatic side is in fluid

communication with the compressed gas storage system via the first control valve arrangement



and each accumulator hydraulic side is in fluid communication with the third control valve

arrangement; and

a second intensifier having a second intensifier pneumatic side and a second intensifier

hydraulic side, the second intensifier pneumatic side and the second intensifier hydraulic side

being separated by a second intensifier boundary mechanism that transfers mechanical energy

therebetween, wherein each intensifier pneumatic side is in fluid communication with each

accumulator pneumatic side and with the gas vent via the second control valve arrangement and

each intensifier hydraulic side is in fluid communication with the fourth control valve

arrangement.

21. The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 20, wherein the control

system is configured such that gas from the compressed gas storage system expands first within

each accumulator pneumatic side and then from each accumulator pneumatic side into each

intensifier pneumatic side in a staged manner.

22. The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 21, wherein the control

system opens and closes each of the control valve arrangements so that, when gas expands in

either one of the first accumulator pneumatic side or the second accumulator pneumatic side,

the second accumulator pneumatic side or the first accumulator pneumatic side is vented by the

gas vent to low pressure whereby fluid is driven from either one of the first accumulator

hydraulic side or the second accumulator hydraulic side by the expanding gas through the

motor/pump, and into the second accumulator hydraulic side or the first accumulator hydraulic

side.

23. The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 22, wherein the control

system opens and closes each of the control valve arrangements so that, when gas expands in

the first intensifier pneumatic side, the second intensifier pneumatic side is vented by the gas

vent to low pressure so that fluid is driven from the first or second intensifier hydraulic side by

the expanding gas through the motor/pump and into the second intensifier hydraulic side, and

when gas expands in the second intensifier pneumatic side, the first intensifier pneumatic side

is vented by the gas vent to low pressure so that fluid is driven from the first or second

intensifier hydraulic side by the expanding gas through the motor/pump and into the first

intensifier pneumatic side.



24. The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 21, wherein the gas

expansion occurs substantially isothermally.

25. The compressed-gas based energy storage system of claim 24, wherein the substantially

isothermal gas expansion is free of an application of an external heating source other than

thermal exchange with the system's surroundings.

26. The compressed-gas based energy storage system of claim 24 wherein the system is

configured to provide substantially isothermal gas expansion via heat transfer from outside the

accumulator and the intensifier therethrough, and to the gas within the accumulator pneumatic

side and the intensifier pneumatic side.

27. The compressed-gas based energy storage system of claim 16, wherein the compressed

gas storage system comprises at least one pressurized gas vessels.

28. A method of energy storage in a compressed gas storage system that includes an

accumulator and an intensifier, the method comprising the steps of:

transferring mechanical energy from a pneumatic side of the accumulator to a hydraulic

side of the accumulator at a first pressure ratio;

transferring mechanical energy from a pneumatic side of the intensifier to a hydraulic

side of the intensifier at a second pressure ratio greater than the first pressure ratio; and

operating the compressed gas storage system, the accumulator, the intensifier in a

staged manner to provide a predetermined pressure profile at at least one outlet.

29. The method of energy storage of claim 28 further comprising the step of:

operating a control valve arrangement for interconnecting the compressed gas storage

system, the accumulator, the intensifier, and the at least one outlet.

30. The method of energy storage of claim 29, wherein the step of operating the control

valve arrangement comprises opening and closing the valve arrangements in response to at

least one signal from a control system.



31. A compressed gas-based energy storage system comprising a staged hydraulic-

pneumatic energy conversion system comprising:

a compressed gas storage system;

at least four hydraulic-pneumatic devices comprising:

a first accumulator having an accumulator pneumatic side and an accumulator

hydraulic side, the accumulator pneumatic side and the accumulator hydraulic side being

separated by an accumulator boundary mechanism that transfers mechanical energy

therebetween;

a second accumulator having an accumulator pneumatic side and an accumulator

hydraulic side, the accumulator pneumatic side and the accumulator hydraulic side being

separated by an accumulator boundary mechanism that transfers mechanical energy

therebetween;

a third accumulator having an accumulator pneumatic side and an accumulator

hydraulic side, the accumulator pneumatic side and the accumulator hydraulic side being

separated by an accumulator boundary mechanism that transfers mechanical energy

therebetween; and

at least one intensifier having an intensifier pneumatic side and an intensifier

hydraulic side, the intensifier pneumatic side and the intensifier hydraulic side being separated

by an intensifier boundary mechanism that transfers mechanical energy therebetween; and

a control system for operating the compressed gas storage system, the accumulators,

and the intensifier in a staged manner such that at least two of the hydraulic-pneumatic devices

are always in an expansion phase.

32. The compressed-gas based energy storage system of claim 3 1 further comprising:

a first hydraulic motor/pump having an input side and an output side; and

a second hydraulic motor/pump having an input side and an output side, wherein at least

one of the hydraulic motors/pumps is always being driven by at least one of the at least two

hydraulic-pneumatic devices in the expansion phase.

33. The compressed-gas based energy storage system of claim 32, wherein both hydraulic

motors/pumps are driven by the at least two hydraulic-pneumatic devices during the expansion

phase, each hydraulic motor/pump being driven at a different point during the expansion phase,

such that the overall power remains relatively constant.



34. The compressed-gas based energy storage system of claim 32 further comprising:

a first electric generator/motor mechanically coupled to the first hydraulic motor/pump;

and

a second electric generator/motor mechanically coupled to the second hydraulic

motor/pump, wherein each generator/motor is driven by its respective hydraulic motor/pump,

thereby generating electricity.

35. The compressed gas-based energy storage system of claim 32, further comprising a

control valve arrangement, responsive to the control system, for variably interconnecting the

compressed gas storage system, the hydraulic-pneumatic devices, and the hydraulic

motors/pumps.

36. The compressed-gas based energy storage system of claim 3 1 further comprising a fifth

hydraulic-pneumatic device comprising at least one of a fourth accumulator having an

accumulator pneumatic side and an accumulator hydraulic side, the accumulator pneumatic side

and the accumulator hydraulic side being separated by an accumulator boundary mechanism

that transfers mechanical energy therebetween and a second intensifier having an intensifier

pneumatic side and an intensifier hydraulic side, the intensifier pneumatic side and the

intensifier hydraulic side being separated by an intensifier boundary mechanism that transfers

mechanical energy therebetween, wherein the control system operates the compressed gas

storage system, the accumulators, and the intensifiers in a staged manner such that at least three

of the hydraulic-pneumatic devices are always in the expansion phase.

37. A compressed-gas based energy storage system having a staged hydraulic -pneumatic

energy conversion system comprising:

a compressed gas storage system;

a first accumulator and a second accumulator each having an accumulator pneumatic

side and an accumulator hydraulic side, the accumulator pneumatic side and the accumulator

hydraulic side being separated by an accumulator boundary mechanism that transfers

mechanical energy therebetween, wherein each accumulator pneumatic side is in fluid

connection with the compressed gas storage system via a first gas valve assembly;

a first intensifier and a second intensifier each having an intensifier pneumatic side and

an intensifier hydraulic side, the intensifier pneumatic side and the intensifier hydraulic side



being separated by an intensifier boundary mechanism that transfers mechanical energy

therebetween, wherein each intensifier pneumatic side is in fluid connection with each

accumulator pneumatic side and with a gas vent via a second gas valve assembly;

a hydraulic motor/pump having an input side in fluid connection via a first fluid valve

assembly with each accumulator hydraulic side and each intensifier hydraulic side, and having

an output side in fluid connection via a second fluid valve assembly with each accumulator

hydraulic side and each intensifier hydraulic side;

an electric generator/motor mechanically coupled to the hydraulic motor/generator;

a sensor system that monitors at least one of (a) a fluid state related to each accumulator

pneumatic side, each intensifier pneumatic side, each accumulator hydraulic side and each

intensifier hydraulic side (b) a flow in hydraulic fluid, and (c) a position of each accumulator

boundary mechanism and intensifier boundary mechanism; and

a controller, responsive to the sensor system, that controls opening and closing of the

first gas valve assembly, the second gas valve assembly, the first fluid valve assembly and the

second fluid valve assembly.

38. A method for storing and recovering energy comprising the steps of:

in a storage cycle, driving a hydraulic motor/pump in a pump mode with an operatively

connected, electrically driven generator/motor in motor mode and directing the driven

hydraulic

fluid first into a first intensifier that pressurizes gas to a mid-pressure, and after the gas at mid-

pressure is directed from the first intensifier into a first accumulator, directing the driven

hydraulic fluid into the first accumulator that pressurizes the gas to high-pressure, and when

pressurized to high-pressure, directing the high-pressure gas to a compressed-gas storage

system;

during the storage cycle, withdrawing hydraulic fluid from a source in each of a second

intensifier and a second accumulator to pass through the hydraulic motor/pump, including

venting the second intensifier and the second accumulator to the environment to reduce

resistance to hydraulic fluid withdrawal and draw in air;

in a recovery cycle, driving the hydraulic motor/pump in a motor mode with the

generator/motor in a generator mode by directing hydraulic fluid into the motor/pump at a

predetermined fluid pressure first from the first accumulator in response to expanding high-

pressure gas received from the compressed-gas storage system, and after the gas at high-



pressure is expanded to mid-pressure in the first accumulator, directing the mid-pressure gas

from the first accumulator to the first intensifier and, directing the hydraulic fluid into the

motor/pump at the predetermined fluid pressure in response to the expanding mid-pressure gas;

during the recovery cycle, directing hydraulic fluid passing from each of the first

intensifier and the first accumulator into the motor/pump to each of the second intensifier and a

second accumulator to pass through the hydraulic motor pump, including venting the second

intensifier and the second accumulator to the environment to reduce resistance to hydraulic

fluid addition thereto; and

maintaining the predetermined fluid pressure within a pressure range that provides

efficient operation for the motor/pump.
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